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How	do	I	use	my	knowledge	
organiser?	

Bring	it	to	EVERY	lesson	
and	have	it	on	the	desk	
to	support	you	with	your	
classwork.	

LASACAWAC	
Look	
And	
Say	
And	
Cover	
And	
Write	
And	
Check	Get	your	family	or	friends	to	test	you.	

Make	a	poster	of	the	key	words	to	help	
your	revision.	

Green	pen	your	
answers	in	class	to	
improve	them	with	

key	terms.	

Homework	
Expectation	

Every	week	you	
should	be	set	
homework	from	your	
knowledge	organiser	
in	every	subject.	



GCSE Business Year 11 : 2.5 Making Human Resource decisions 

Revision Checklist 

I can explain different organisational struc-

tures and when each are  appropriate  

I can explain the importance of effective 

communication  in a business  

2.5.1 Organisational structures Key Term Definition 

Hierarchy refers to the management levels with-
in an organisation.  

Chain of 
command  

The order of authority from top to 
bottom 

Span of 
control 

The number of employees that are 
managed by a manager  

Delegation Giving someone else permission to 
make a decision 

Contract of 
employ-
ment 

A legal agreement between an em-
ployer and an employee 

Free lancer Someone who is self employed and 
contracted by businesses to work for 
them  

Temporary 
contract 

An employee stays at the job for a 
fixed period of time  

Jargon Technical words used by a group of 
people but not understood by every-
one  

Flexible 
hours 

When employees have influence over 
the amount of hours they work or 
location  

Remote 
working 

Working from home 

Perfor-
mance re-
views 

When a manager meets with a staff 

member to review their work perfor-

mance  

Organisational structures are charts which show the internal structures and roles and responsibilities of staff in businesses. They include 

Hierarchical structure :has many layers in the hierarchy. As there are 

many layers the chain of command is longer.  

Flat Structures : A Flat structure has few layers in the hierarchy, a wide 

bottom and a gentle slope to the top 

 The span of control is narrow and there are opportunities for
promotion.

 Lines of communication are long, making the firm unresponsive
to change.

 Centralised organisations: the majority of decisions are taken by
senior managers and then passed down the organisational hierar-
chy

 Lines of communication are short, making the firm responsive to
change.

 A wide span of control means that tasks must be delegated and man-
agers can feel overstretched.

 Decentralised organisations: delegate authority down the chain of
command, thus reducing the speed of decision making.

Communication: the process of exchanging information or ideas between individuals or groups. 

Barriers to  effective communication : Benefits of effective communication Impact of excessive communication 

Jargon: people my not understand specialist 
language  – e.g. too much use of technical or 
financial jargon 

Noise :Various things stop a message from 
getting through or being heard – e.g. poor 
connection, background noise, distractions, 
too many people speaking 

Overload: Too much information can cause 
problems e.g. slow down decision making 

Personal relationships : The relationship be-
tween the sender and receiver of communica-
tion might adversely affect the message – 
employees may not want to communicate if 
they do not get along  

Gaps: Too many layers in a hierarchy 
through which message has to be passed 

 Motivates employees – helps them feel
part of business

 Easier to control and coordinate business
activity – prevents different parts of busi-
ness going in opposite directions

 Makes successful decision making easier – 
decisions are based on more complete and 
accurate information

 Better communication with customers will
increase sales

 Improve relationships with suppliers

 Improves chances of obtaining finance – 
e.g. keeping bank up-to-date about how
business is doing

Inefficiency : this is because it wastes time em-
ployees could be generating money for the busi-
ness  

Confusion : there will be confusion over a range 
of issues if a lot of people are delivering the same 
message  

Demotivation: this is because employees are 
overwhelmed by all the information 



GCSE Business Year 11 : 2.5 Making Human Resource decisions  

 

Revision Checklist   

I can explain how businesses recruit people and 

the documents required  

 

I assess how useful the different methods of re-

cruitment are   

 

 2.5.2 Effective recruitment  Key Term Definition  

Hierarchy  refers to the management levels 

within an organisation.  

Chain of com-

mand  

The order of authority from top to 

bottom 

Span of con-

trol  

The number of employees that are 

managed by a manager  

Delegation  Giving someone else permission to 

make a decision 

Contract of 

employment  

A legal agreement between an em-

ployer and an employee 

Free lancer  Someone who is self employed and 

contracted by businesses to work 

for them  

Temporary 

contract  

An employee stays at the job for a 

fixed period of time  

Jargon Technical words used by a group of 

people but not understood by eve-

ryone  

Flexible hours  When employees have influence 

over the amount of hours they 

work or location  

Remote work-

ing  

Working from home  

Performance 

reviews  

When a manager meets with a staff 

member to review their work per-

formance  

Recruitment : the process a business goes through to bring in new 

employees . The different stages can be seen below :  

 

Methods of recruitment  

Internal recruitment :is when the 
business looks to fill the vacancy 
from within its existing workforce 

External recruitment: is when the 

business looks to fill the vacancy 

from any suitable applicant out-

side the business 

Advantages  Advantages  

 Cheaper and quicker to 

recruit  

 People are already famil-

iar with the business and 

how it operates  

 Provides opportunity for 

promotion within the 

business( can be moti-

vating  for current mem-

bers of staff  

 Larger pool of workers 

from which to find the 

best candidates  

 People from outside the 

business may bring in 

new ideas  

Disadvantages  Disadvantages  

 Limits the number of  

potential candidates  

 No new ideas can be 

introduced from out-

side the organisation  

 

 Can be time consuming  

 More expensive due to 

advertisements and 

interviews required 

Short listing  

Shortlisting is the process of selecting the most suitable applicants from those 

who have applied for the job.  

 Job analysis  

Job analysis is the process which identifies in detail the particular duties and 

responsibilities of the job.  

 Job description  

A document that includes  the  main duties of the job, wages, hours of 

 Person Specification  

A person specification describes the skills, knowledge, qualification  and experi-

ence needed by an individual to complete the job  

 Job Advert   

A job advert can be produced when the job description and person specification 

have been produced. The job advert will contain essential information taken 

from the job description and person specification  

 Interviews  

Shortlisted candidates are interviewed  

Job offer 

The job is offered to the most suitable candidate   
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Revision Checklist   

I can explain why businesses train and develop 

employees  

 

I can explain the importance of motivation in 

the workplace  training  

 

Key Term Definition  

Hierarchy  refers to the management levels 

within an organisation.  

Chain of com-

mand  

The order of authority from top to 

bottom 

Span of control  The number of employees that are 

managed by a manager  

Delegation  Giving someone else permission to 

make a decision 

Contract of 

employment  

A legal agreement between an em-

ployer and an employee 

Free lancer  Someone who is self employed and 

contracted by businesses to work 

for them  

Temporary 

contract  

An employee stays at the job for a 

fixed period of time  

Jargon Technical words used by a group of 

people but not understood by eve-

ryone  

Flexible hours  When employees have influence 

over the amount of hours they 

work or location  

Remote work-

ing  

Working from home  

Performance 

reviews  

When a manager meets with a staff 

member to review their work per-

formance  

2.5.3 Effective training and Development :  Training is the action of teaching a 

person new skills . Development is improving or perfecting existing skills   

On the Job training : employees 

receive training whilst remaining in 

the workplace  

Off the Job training : This occurs when 

employees are taken away from their 

place of work to be trained.   

Advantages  

 Generally most cost-
effective  

 Employees are actually pro-
ductive  

 Opportunity to learn whilst 
doing  

 Training alongside real col-
leagues  

Advantages  

 A wider range of skills or qualifica-
tions can be obtained  

 Can learn from outside specialists 
or experts  

 Employees can be more confident 
when starting job  

Disadvantages  

 Quality depends on ability of 
trainer and time available  

 Bad habits might be passed 
on  

 Learning environment may 
not be conducive  

 Potential disruption to pro-
duction  

Disadvantages  

 More expensive – e.g. transport 
and accommodation  

 Lost working time and potential 
output from employee  

 New employees may still need 
some induction training  

 Employees now have new skills/
qualifications and may leave for 
better jobs  

Why businesses develop and train staff  

Staff who are better trained :  

 Are more motivated  : training can help to motivate staff and make them 
feel valued in the business  

 are more likely to produce better quality goods : Staff become better at 
what they do and are able to produce better quality goods which means 
less wastage and more efficiency which reduces cost  

 Can be more productive which can benefit the business and help them to 
produce more  

 Attracts new staff to the business who are interested in career develop-
ment  

2.5.4 Motivation :Motivation is about the ways a business can 

encourage staff to give their best.  

A motivated workforce results in:  

 increased productivity caused by extra effort from workers 

 The reputation of the business will improve because em-
ployees will be proud of the business and tell other people 
about it  

 improved quality as staff take a greater pride in their work 

 Can reduce staff turnover ( which is the percentage of staff 
who leave the business  

 Is more likely to be productive and efficient , which can in-
crease quality , output and reduce mistakes thus increasing 
profit  

Financial methods of motiva-

tion :involve monetary rewards 

for employees  

Non Financial methods of moti-

vation :involve incentives that 

have nothing to do with money.  

Remuneration : this is the mon-
ey paid to the employee for 
working  

Job rotation : Moving the em-

ployee around the business so 

they complete lots of tasks  

Commission: a method used to 

pay staff once they have made 

or sold something  

Job enrichment : adding more 

interesting elements to an em-

ployees role in order to improve 

their motivation  

Bonus—extra lump sum when 
an employee meets targets  

Autonomy : giving employees 

the freedom to do their own job 

Fringe benefits : these are other 

benefits offered by a business 

that financially benefit employ-

ees, such as company cars, pen-

sions, free gym membership  

 

Promotion: this is when an 

employee is given a more senior 

role in the business  
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Materials and their properties 
Polymers 

Polymer Characteristics and uses of thermoforming polymers 

Acrylic (PMMA) Hard, excellent optical quality, good resistance to weathering, scratches easily, brittle. 
Used for car light units, bath tubs, shop signage and displays. 

High-impact 
polystyrene 
(HIPS) 

Tough, hard and rigid, good impact resistance, lightweight. Use for children’s toys, 
yoghurt pots, refrigerator liners. 

High-density 
polythene 
(HDPE) 

Hard and stiff, excellent chemical resistance. Use for washing up bowls, buckets, milk 
crates, bottle and pipes.  

Polypropylene 
(PP) 

Tough, good heat and chemical resistance, lightweight, fatigue resistant. Used for 
toys, DVD and blu-ray cases, food packaging film, bottle caps and medical equipment. 

Polyvinyl  
chloride (PVC) 

Hard and tough, good chemical and weather resistance, low cost, can be rigid or  
flexible. Used for pipes, guttering, window frames. 

Polyethylene 
terephthalate 
(PET) 

Tough and durable, lightweight, food safe, impermeable to water, low cost., excellent 
transparency. Used for drinks bottles, food packaging. 

A: Polymers were first introduced into consumer products in the 1950s. Their  
ability to be coloured, shaped and formed, along with their cost and versatile range 
of working properties has allowed designers and manufacturers to improve the  
performance of products and replace the use of more traditional materials. 
 
The majority of polymers are manufactured from the non-renewable resource crude 
oil. Crude oil is made into polymers using a process called Fractional Distillation. 
 
The use of crude oil is not sustainable and chemical  
engineers are constantly looking for reliable alternatives to 
petrochemical-based polymers. The increase in popularity has 
meant that the environmental impact of polymer use has 
grown and designers must consider this when selecting  
materials for use. 
 
Polymers can be categorised into two groups:  
thermoforming polymers and thermosetting polymers.         Fractional Distillation 

D: Thermoforming polymers 
These polymers do not resist heat well. They are easily formed into different shapes by heating, melting and 
remoulding. This means they are easy to recycle. 

E: Thermosetting polymers 
These polymers resist heat and fire which makes them useful when manufacturing electrical fittings and pan 
handles. Thermosetting polymers undergo a chemical change when heated and moulded to make a product. 
They become permanently hard and rigid. This means they are not recyclable because they can’t be melted 
and reshaped. 

Polymer Characteristics and uses of thermosetting polymers 

Epoxy resin Electrical insulator, good chemical and wear resistance. Use for adhesives such as 
Araldite™, PCB component encapsulation. 

Melamine  
formaldehyde 
(MF) 

Stiff, hard and strong, excellent resistance to heat, scratching and staining. Used for 
kitchen work-surface laminates, tableware. 

Phenol  
formaldehyde 
(PF) 

Hard, heat and chemical resistant, good electrical insulator, limited colours available. 
Used for electrical fittings, saucepan handles, bowling balls. 

Polyester resin Brittle but becomes tough when laminated with glass fibre, hard and resistant to UV. 
Used for GRP boats, car body panels. 

Urea  
formaldehyde 
(UF) 

Stiff and hard, heat resistant, good electrical insulator. Used for white electrical fittings, 
toilet seats, adhesive used in MDF. 

B: Polymer additives 
 
The properties of polymers can be further enhanced through the introduction of 
additives. 

 Plasticisers can be added to make the polymer soft and flexible, as often found 

in PVC 

 Pigments can be added to change the colour of the polymer 

 Stabilisers can be added to help the polymer withstand UV light damage, which 

is especially useful in products that may be used outdoors 

 Fillers can be used to increase the bulk of the polymer; this can help improve its 

impact resistance 

C: Polymer problems 

One of the useful properties of polymers is that they are unreactive, so they 
are suitable for storing food and chemicals safely. Unfortunately, this property 
makes it difficult to dispose of polymers. 
 
Polymers can be burnt or incinerated. They release a lot of heat energy when they 
burn and this can be used to heat homes or to generate electricity. However, here 
are problems with incineration. Carbon dioxide is produced, which adds to global 
warming. Toxic gases are also produced unless the polymers are incinerated at 
high temperatures. 
 
Many polymers can be recycled. This reduces the disposal problems and the 
amount of crude oil used. But the different polymers must be separated from each 
other first, and this can be difficult and expensive to do.  



 

SHT 

F: Keywords 
 

 Primary source: where materials originate (polymers from oil, timber from trees 

etc) and the raw material that needs to be converted into a workable form  

 Fractional distillation: separation of a liquid mixture into the different chemical 

components by a chemical distillation process 

 Thermosetting polymers: polymers that can only be shaped and formed by heat 

once 

 Thermoforming polymers: polymers that can be softened by heating, shaped 

and set over and over again 

 Non-renewable: a resource that cannot replenish itself quickly and therefore will 

eventually run out 

 Sustainable: naturally replenished within a short period of time 

 Unreactive: having little tendency to react chemically 

Materials and their properties 
Polymers 

Test yourself 
 
1. What are the common properties that nearly all polymers have? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Explain the difference between thermoforming and thermosetting polymers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What is the primary source of most polymers? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Name a polymer which could be used to make a water bottle and explain why it is suitable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Give an example of a polymer additive and explain why it is used. 
 
 

Revision Checklist  

I know the primary source of materials for producing thermoplastic and 
thermosetting polymers 

 

I can recognise and characterise different types of thermoplastic and 
thermosetting polymers 

 

I understand how the physical and working properties of a range of  
thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers affect their performance 

 

I understand the impact polymers have on the environment  

I can explain some of the problems associated with the use and disposal 
of polymers 

 

I know the reasons why additives would be introduced to polymers  

G: Video and web-links 
 

 Polymers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5hOj7J6YmA 

 Thermoforming polymers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPtE0VQMc58 

 Thermosetting polymers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfo8Yx3kNHQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5hOj7J6YmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPtE0VQMc58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfo8Yx3kNHQ
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Materials and their properties 
Papers and Boards 

Paper Characteristics and uses of papers 

Bleed proof Smooth paper, often used with water and spirit-based markers, prevents marker 
bleed . Used for design ideas and presentation drawings. 

Cartridge paper Good quality white paper often with a slight texture, available in different weights. Due 
to the good-quality surface, it can be used for paints and markers as well as pencil 
and ink drawings. 

Grid Paper printed with different grids as guidelines (these can be isometric or square in 
different sizes). Used for quick model making, graphical and mathematical diagrams 
and working drawings. 

Layout paper Thin translucent, lightweight paper, can be drawn on with markers and takes colours 
well. Used for initial quick sketches and tracing. 

Tracing paper Thin transparent paper, available in different weights. Used for tracing, overlays for 
design adaptation and working drawings. 

A: Papers and boards are used for a variety of purposes, from writing and draw-
ing to packaging and model making. Paper and board are made from cellulose 
fibres found in wood, rags or grasses, which are all renewable materials. Often 
paper and board is at least part-recycled, making it a more environmentally friendly 
material than a polymer. 
 
Paper and board has been developed to suit a number of different purposes. It can 
be given texture or watermarks and can be laminated with other materials such as 
plastic, which can give board waterproof properties. 

D: Paper 
Paper is measured in sizes from A0-A6 and in grams per square metre (gsm). Anything less than 200gsm is 
considered a type of paper. For example photocopier paper is usually 80gsm. 

E: Boards 
Boards (card or cardboard) are always greater than 200gsm. An example of this is corrugated cardboard 
which is 200+ gsm. 

Board Characteristics and uses of boards 

Corrugated card Strong, lightweight material, made up of two or more layers and a fluted middle  
section leading to good insulating properties, impact resistant, available in different 
thicknesses. Used for packaging such as pizza boxes and large boxes used for heavy 
items that need impact protection. 

Duplex board Thin board which often has one side that is suitable for printing. Used for packaging 
boxes. Often given a waxy coating and used for food and drinks containers. 

Foil-lined board Board covered on one side with aluminium foil, making it a good insulator of heat. 
Used for takeaway or ready meal packaging. 

Foam core 
board 

Two pieces of board with a core of foam to increase the thickness, thick board that is 
very lightweight. Used for mounting and framing of artwork and photographs, model 
making, such as architectural models. 

Inkjet card  Treated so it can be used in all inkjet printers. Used for printing in inkjet printers, high 
quality photographic images. 

Solid white 
board 

Top quality cardboard, smooth and white, good for printing on. Used for book covers, 
greeting cards, packaging and advertising. 

C: Sustainability  
 
The UK use over 12 million tonnes of paper each year and it takes approximately 
25 trees to make one tonne of paper.  
 
Trees take in Carbon Dioxide (CO²) and produces oxygen but it takes a lot of  
energy to cut them down and make paper.  
 
An alternative is to recycle paper and this is becoming more common as this uses 
between 40% to 70% less energy to produce.  
 
Another way to improve the sustainability of paper and boards is to ensure the  
timber used to make them comes from forests which are managed by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) who are dedicated to ensuring that timber supplies 
are regulated and sustainably harvested. 

B:  
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F: Keywords 

 Primary source: where materials originate (polymers from oil, timber from trees 

etc) and the raw material that needs to be converted into a workable form  

 Renewable: a resource that can replenish itself quickly and therefore will not 

run out 

 Sustainable: naturally replenished within a short period of time 
 

Materials and their properties 
Papers and Boards 

Test yourself 
 
1. Justify which papers or boards you would use for the following tasks: 
 a. rendering a final design using coloured marker pens 
 
 
 
 
 b. creating the net for a box to transport a cake 
 
 
 
 
 c. producing a high-quality point-of-sale advertising stand to hold leaflets 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Explain the difference between a paper and a board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What are the primary sources of papers and boards?. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. List the common sizes of papers and boards, from biggest to smallest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. What does gsm stand for? 
 
 
 
 

Revision Checklist  

I know the primary source of materials for producing papers and boards  

I can recognise and characterise different types of papers and boards  

I understand how the physical and working properties of a range of  
Papers and boards affect their performance 

 

I understand the impact papers and boards have on the environment  

I can explain some of the problems associated with the use and disposal 
of papers and boards 

 

I know the common A sizes of papers and boards  

G: Video and web-links 
 

 How its Made Paper: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpmmBBZZU6Q 

 How its Made Paper Recycling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=2c8YxMb0tlk 

 How its Made Cardboard Boxes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=HL2yvqSk8Ww 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpmmBBZZU6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c8YxMb0tlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c8YxMb0tlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL2yvqSk8Ww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL2yvqSk8Ww
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Core Technical Principles 
Energy generation and storage 

D: Fossil fuels (non-renewable) 
Traditionally, Britain has relied on fossil fuels such as coal, gas 
and oil to provide its energy. Fossil fuels were formed over 
millions of years from dead organisms - coal from trees and oil 
and gas from marine organisms.  

Burning fossil fuels to generate electricity produces CO2, which 
adds to the greenhouse effect and possible global warming. 

A: Energy generation 
There are many ways to convert energy and these can be  
separated into two main categories: non-renewable and  
renewable. Non-renewable sources such as fossil fuels are  
consumed and will eventually run out, whereas renewable 
sources are naturally replenished. 

G: Shale gas (non-renewable) 
Shale gas is a natural gas that is trapped within areas of shale 
in the earth’s crust. Fracking is the controversial process of  
extracting the gas from the shale. It involves drilling a well 
down into the earth’s crust and then sending a high-pressure 
water, sand and chemical mixture into the rock to release the 
trapped gas. The gas then travels back up the drilled shaft and 
is collected at the well head.  

Environmental campaigners believe fracking can damage the 
environment by releasing gases and other toxic particles into 
the water table. There are also concerns that fracking can 
cause earth tremors. 

B: Wind turbines (renewable) 

Wind turbines produce more power in the winter months when 
the demand is higher, but  they have some drawbacks: They 
do not produce power when it is not windy or it is too windy; 
they can harm wildlife, especially birds; they are considered 
an eyesore by many people. 

C: Solar energy (renewable) 
Solar cells capture the sun’s rays and convert them into  
electrical energy. 
The cells only  
produce energy  
during the  
daytime and  
production is less 
in the winter 
months, owing to 
the shorter  
daytime length 
and the reduced 
angle of the sun’s 
rays. 

E: Tidal energy (renewable) 
Tidal energy devices rely on the movement of water to turn 
turbines which drive the generators that produce electricity. 
The benefit of tidal energy is that it is more predictable and 
consistent than wind and solar. Disadvantages are the harsh 
conditions, making repair and maintenance difficult. There may 
also be problems related to the loss of habitat for birds. 

F: Nuclear power (non-renewable) 
A process called nuclear fission produces heat to create the 
steam to turn the turbines and generate electricity. 
 
Advantages: 

 Reliable, inexpensive, clean, low levels of greenhouse gas 

emissions 
Disadvantages: 

 Uses uranium which is a finite resource, high set up and 

shut down costs, the waste produced is dangerous and 
difficult to dispose of, there is a risk of major catastrophe 
e.g. the Fukushima disaster in Japan. 

H: Hydroelectric (renewable) 
This is a very reliable source of energy. It has high initial setup 
costs, both financially  
and environmentally, as  
vast areas need to be  
flooded to create a  
reservoir. However, the  
reservoirs usually  
become leisure facilities  
such as boating lakes  
and nature reserves which can have a positive effect on the 
local area. 

I: Biomass (renewable) 
Biomass involves 
burning waste wood 
or crop material to 
turn water into 
steam which turns       
turbines and      
generates          
electricity. 
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Core Technical Principles 
Energy generation and storage 

Revision Checklist  

I understand how power is generated from coal gas and 
oil 

 

I know how nuclear power is generated  

I am aware of the arguments for and against the  
selection of renewable energy 

 

I am aware of the arguments for and against the  
selection of fossil fuels 

 

I am aware of the arguments for and against the  
selection of nuclear power 

 

How energy can be stored using kinetic pumped storage 
systems, alkaline batteries and re-chargeable batteries  

 

Test yourself 
 
1. What are the main differences between fossil fuels and renewable fuels? 
 
 
 
 
2. Explain the process of burning fossil fuels to generate electricity. 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain the steps of the fracking process used to release natural gas from shale. 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What are positive impacts of hydroelectric power? 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Explain why rechargeable batteries are better for the environment than alkaline batteries. 
 
 
  

J: Key words 

 Renewable: a source of energy that can replenish itself 

quickly and therefore will not run out 

 Non-renewable: a source of energy that cannot replenish 

itself quickly and therefore will eventually run out 

K: Kinetic pumped storage systems 
A similar system to hydroelectric power generation is used in 
pumped storage systems. Here, a hydroelectric dam system 
is used with two reservoirs, one at low level and one at high 
level. This is a good way of dealing with sudden high demand 
for electricity. The pumped storage system instantly releases 
electricity into the system by opening valves to allow water to 
flow from the high reservoir to the lower one through turbines. 
 
This can’t be run for 
long but is enough to 
prevent power cuts. 
Cheaper night time  
electricity from coal and 
nuclear power stations 
is used to pump the 
water back up. 

L: Batteries 
Electrical power can be stored in batteries. Batteries contain electrochemicals that react with each other to produce electricity. 
They come in many different shapes and sizes and provide a wide range of different voltage outputs and power levels.  
 
Alkaline batteries 
Alkaline batteries have a higher capacity for their size than traditional acid-based varieties, as the dense manganese 
oxide inside them uses less space to produce the same power, making them more efficient. Alkaline batteries tend 
to hold their charge well. 
 
Re-chargeable batteries 
These are available in many forms and are used in a wide range of products including mobile phones, portable 
power tools and laptops. 
Rechargeable batteries are capable of being charged and discharged many hundred, if not thousands of times. 
This reduces the quantity of resources needed to produce new disposable batteries and also reduces the number 
of batteries needing disposal. 
 
Disposal of batteries 
Batteries need to be disposed of correctly because they contain toxic electrochemicals and some metals that can be harmful to 
the environment. In landfill a battery will degrade over time and chemicals and metals can leach into the soil and eventually end 
up entering the water table and river systems. These increased levels of toxins can harm wildlife and potentially humans too. 
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Core Technical Principles 
Developments in New Materials 

C: Shape memory alloys 
If materials made from shape memory alloys (SMAs) are bent 
or deformed, they will return to their original shape when 
heated. An example of an SMA is nitinol. 
 
Used when: 

 a response to a change in temperature is needed e.g. in a 

fire alarm system 

 movement is needed from an     

electrical current e.g. in electric door 
locks; the temperature change can 
be achieved by passing an electrical 
current through a wire 

 a damaged product needs to be  

easily repaired e.g. if  someone 
bends a glasses frame it can be  
returned to its original shape by being heated. 

B: Thermochromic pigments 
Thermochromic materials change colour at specific  
temperatures. They are available as plastic, ink and dyes for 
textiles and paint. 
 
Uses: 

 test strips on batteries 

 babies feeding spoons that change colour if the food is too 

hot 

 novelty mugs that change colour when a hot drink is put in 

them 

 plastic strips used as thermometers that are used on      

children’s foreheads 

 colour indicators on 

drinks cans to show 
if the contents are 
cold enough 

 t-shirts that change 

colour 

A: Smart Materials 
Materials that have one or more properties that can be 
changed in a controlled fashion by external stimuli. For  
example, stress, temperature, moisture, light or pH. They  
often return to their original state when the stimulus is taken 
away. 

E: Photochromic pigments 
Photochromic materials change colour if the level of light 
changes. 
 
Uses: 

 lenses in sunglasses that become lighter or darker          

depending on the light conditions 

 security markers that can only be 

seen in UV light 

 printing designs on clothes that 

only show up in sunlight 

F: Technical Textiles 
Textile materials and products that are manufactured for their 
technical and performance properties rather than their  
aesthetic characteristics. 

G: Conductive fabrics 
Fabrics that have either conductive fibres woven into them or 
conductive powders impregnated into them. These are often 
called electronic textiles or e-textiles. 
 
Uses: integrating electronics into     
clothing, touchscreen gloves 

D: Composites 
Materials made from two or more different materials which combine the properties of the materials they are made from. 

Composite Made from Properties Uses 

Glass reinforced  
plastic (GRP) 

Glass fibres that are coated in a 
thermosetting plastic resin 

Tough, not brittle, heat-resistant, 
easy to mould into complex 
shapes 

Boats, kayaks, surfboards, some 
car bodies, PCBs 

Carbon fibre  
reinforced plastic 

Carbon fibres that are coated in a 
thermosetting plastic resin 

Very high strength-to-weight  
ratio, high quality finish,  
expensive 

F1 racing cars, sports equipment, 
laptops, bulletproof vests medical 
applications  

Concrete A mixture of cement, sand and 
stones; water is added during the 
manufacturing process 

Very good compressive strength, 
steel reinforcing can be added to 
give it good tensile strength 

Buildings, bridges, street  
Furniture e.g. bollards 

H: Fire-resistant fabrics 
These have multiple uses including items that are often     
exposed to flames, such as fire-fighter's suits but also for  
children’s nightwear and household furnishings.  
Nomex is a brand name for a fire-resistant fabric made from a 
type of polymer called a meta-aramid. It thickens when 
heated, increasing protection while staying supple and flexible 
so it doesn’t impair movement. 

I: Kevlar 
A material formed by weaving together two types of threads to 
create an incredibly strong material. When layers of woven 
Kevlar are combined with layers of resin, the result is a very 
light material that is resistant to abrasions and has 
a very high tensile strength. 
 
Uses: bullet proof vests, motorcycle safety  
clothing, inner linings for bicycle tyres, protective 
face masks. 

J: Gore-Tex 
This has been designed to be a waterproof yet breathable 
textile. It contains a layer of plastic based on PTFE (Teflon) 
which contains lots of tiny pores. Each 
hole is too small for water droplets but 
big enough for sweat to pass through,  
making a ‘breathable’ fabric which can 
also be combined with insulation to 
make outdoor clothing that blocks the 
wind and keeps you dry and warm. 

K: Microfibres 
A microfibre is a very thin synthetic fibre. Microfibres are 
breathable, durable, crease resistant and easy to care for. 
 
Uses: sportswear, lingerie, shirts. 
 
Some microfibres incorporate microencapsulation, this 
means the very thin fibres hold chemicals in tiny capsules. 
These capsules gradually break, releasing chemicals like  
perfumes, insecticides or antiseptics. 
 
Uses: insect repellent clothing, antibacterial socks 
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Core Technical Principles 
Developments in New Materials 

Test yourself 
 
1. Name two properties of graphene. 
 
 
 
2. Give an example of a product where Kevlar may be used. 
 
 
 
3. Explain what composite materials are and why they are developed. 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Explain what is meant by the term ‘smart material’. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Give an example of a product in which photochromic pigments may be used. 
 
 
 
6. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of corn starch polymers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Name a composite material and give an example of its use. 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Explain how microencapsulation works. 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Explain why Nomex is a suitable textile to make fire-fighters uniforms. 

Revision Checklist  

I can recognise and characterise different types of 
smart materials 

 

I can recognise and characterise different types of 
composites 

 

I can recognise and characterise different types of 
technical textiles 

 

I understand how the physical and working properties 
of a range of smart and new materials affect their  
performance 

 

I can identify the uses of a range of smart and new 
materials 

 

L: Keywords 

 Smart material: a material that changes its properties in 

response to changes in its environment 

 Composite: a material that combines the properties of the 

materials that were used to make it 

 Technical textiles: textile materials and products that are 

manufactured for their technical and performance       
properties 

 Microencapsulation: very thin fibres hold chemicals in tiny 

capsules, which break open releasing the chemicals 

M: Video and web-links 
 

 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/

zfq8jty/revision/2 

 smart and modern materials: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=FgrIDibPmJo 

 composites: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=WYqCnEvTRUQ 

 carbon fibre: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=mRefml7THbY 

 technical textiles: http://www.julieboyd.co.uk/lets-learn/lets-

learn-activities/lets-learn-resources-for/science-in-dt/
materials--components/modern-materials/technical-
textiles/what-are-technical-textiles.html 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zfq8jty/revision/2
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zfq8jty/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgrIDibPmJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgrIDibPmJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYqCnEvTRUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYqCnEvTRUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRefml7THbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRefml7THbY
http://www.julieboyd.co.uk/lets-learn/lets-learn-activities/lets-learn-resources-for/science-in-dt/materials--components/modern-materials/technical-textiles/what-are-technical-textiles.html
http://www.julieboyd.co.uk/lets-learn/lets-learn-activities/lets-learn-resources-for/science-in-dt/materials--components/modern-materials/technical-textiles/what-are-technical-textiles.html
http://www.julieboyd.co.uk/lets-learn/lets-learn-activities/lets-learn-resources-for/science-in-dt/materials--components/modern-materials/technical-textiles/what-are-technical-textiles.html
http://www.julieboyd.co.uk/lets-learn/lets-learn-activities/lets-learn-resources-for/science-in-dt/materials--components/modern-materials/technical-textiles/what-are-technical-textiles.html
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Core Technical Principles 
Developments in New Materials 

B: Metal foam 
A metal such as aluminium, steel or titanium can be made into 
a foam by injecting gas into the metal when it is in a liquid 
state. This creates a foam that is very lightweight and strong 
under compression. 
 
Uses: lightweight car parts (for 
soundproofing and crash  
protection), bone implants, 
body armour, prosthetics for 
animals 

A: Graphene 
A very thin two-dimensional material layer of carbon that was 
first discovered and extracted from graphite in 2004.  
 

 a very strong and light material 

 harder than diamond 

 around 200 times stronger than steel 

 currently the lightest known material 

 transparent 

 conducts electricity and heat even better than copper 

 extremely flexible which is unusual for  such a tough, strong 

material 
 
Uses: conductive ink, solar cells, modern tennis rackets 
Future uses: aerospace, water purification, corrosion        
resistant paint, flexible electronics 

D: Modern Materials 
New materials that have been developed to have properties 
that are useful when designing and making products. They are 
developed by inventing new or improved manufacturing  
processes. 

C: Titanium 
The fourth most abundant metal which makes up about 0.62% 
of the Earth’s crust. In the 1930s a process was developed to 
allow titanium to be extracted easily.  
 

 extremely corrosion resistant  

 high strength-to-weight ratio 

 difficult and expensive to machine 

 can be alloyed with other metals such as    

aluminium 
 
Uses: bone replacements, dental implants, 
bikes, ships, armour, aeroplanes, spacecraft 

E: Coated metals 
By coating metals with a different material, their properties can 
be altered. Coated metals include anodised aluminium,  
nickel-plated steels, galvanised iron or steel and polymer 
coated aluminium or steel. 
 

 anodised aluminium is aluminium with a coating of          

aluminium oxide. This increases resistance to corrosion and 
wear and makes it easier to paint and glue. 

 nickel-plated steel uses electrolysis to add the metal nickel 

to a steel object. in order to make it corrosion resistant and 
to give it an attractive finish. 

 galvanised iron or steel are coated with zinc to prevent   

corrosion. 

 polymer coated aluminium or steel can be made by dip  

coating or powder coating the metal. Both processes create 
a layer of the polymer around the metal which reduces the 
impact of exposure to air and moisture and gives an       
attractive,  colourful finish to the product. 

 
Uses: dishwasher racks, tool handles 

F: Liquid crystal display 
A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a laminated material with two 
layers of glass and a liquid core. It is a thin panel that allows 
light go through when a voltage is applied or blocks the light 
when the voltage is switched off. 
 

 LCDs are used in flat screen  

displays that are thin, lightweight 
and energy efficient 

 some LCDs need a back light to 

work (smart phones, computer 
monitors and televisions) 

G: Nanomaterials 
Materials made of tiny particles (nanoparticles). These  
particles have always existed but our ability to manipulate 
them for specific purposes is a fairly recent development. 
 
Uses: sports equipment (to make the materials stronger  
without adding a lot of weight), clothing e.g. socks (due to their 
antibacterial properties to reduce the absorption of sweat). 

H: Teflon 
This is the trade name for a polymer called  
polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE).  
 

 best known for being used on the 

surface of non-stick saucepans 

 a slippery material, so used in     

clothing to make it difficult for dirt to 
stick to the fabric 

 unreactive, so used to make pipes 

and containers for chemicals 

I: Starch-based polymers 
These were developed to replace the use of oil-based  
polymers. They are made from polylactic acid which can be 
found in high starch vegetables such as potatoes, corn and 
maize. 
 

 made from renewable materials 

 don’t take as much energy to produce as the extraction of oil 

 biodegradable unlike oil-based polymers 

 some have been developed to be a food for marine life when 

they are discarded 

 they are food safe 

 
Uses: disposable cutlery, food  
packaging, packaging peanuts 

Revision Checklist  

I can recognise and characterise different types of 
modern materials 

 

I understand how the physical and working properties 
of a range of  modern materials affect their  
performance 

 

I can identify the uses of a range of modern materials  

J: Keyword 

 Modern material: a material that has recently been       

developed for specific applications 
 

K: Video  and web-links 
 

 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/

zfq8jty/revision/1 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zfq8jty/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zfq8jty/revision/1
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Specialist Technical Principles 
Forces and stresses 

A: Bending 
 
Bending forces act at an angle to an object and make it bend. 
Placing too many books or very heavy objects on a shelf can 
apply forces that make it bend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When an object bends it is under tension and compression at 
the same time. As seen in the diagram below, the top of the 
bench is experiencing compression and the bottom of the 
bench is under tension. 

D: Tension  
 
Tension forces are pulling forces that cause an object to be 
stretched or pulled apart. A rope in a tug of war competition is 
under tension 
as each side 
tries to pull the 
other. 

C: Compression 
 
Compression forces are pushing forces that squeeze an  
object. An example might be when you stand on a drinks can 
and squash it. Table and chair legs are under compression 
when an object is placed on the table or someone sits on a 
chair. 

B: Shear 
 
Shear forces act across a material by acting near to one  
another but not directly opposite each other. A shearing force 
cuts the object by pushing it sideways in opposite directions. 
Scissors and garden shears have a shearing action that 
causes paper or grass to be cut by making one piece slide 
across the other, creating two pieces. 

E: Torsion 
 
Torsion forces occur when a material is being twisted. The 
two ends of the material rotate in opposite directions creating 
a twist - like wringing out a wet towel. 
Many structures and objects, including cars driving on uneven 
road surfaces and boats riding over waves, are subject to 
torsion. 

F: Enhancing materials 
 
Materials can be enhanced to resist and work with 
forces and stresses, to improve their functionality. 
Many robust items are made from what we  
consider weak materials - they just need to be 
strengthened, like in this corrugated card chair. 
 
To strengthen or enhance a material you first need to consider 
the forces and stresses that it will have to resist when in use. 
Knowing this allows the designer to strengthen only the parts 
that need it, saving materials, energy and time. 
 
Reinforcing 
 
A way of strengthening a material or an object by adding  
material to it to improve its ability to withstand forces and 
stress. 
 
Concrete is a material that is very good 
at resisting compressive forces, but not 
very good when in tension. To  
overcome this it can be reinforced with 
steel bars, which are embedded in the 
concrete before it sets. Steel bars are 
very good at resisting tension forces 
and so the combination produces a material which is excellent 
for use in bridge and building construction due to its ability to 
resist both tension and compression forces. 
 
Stiffening 
 
Some forms of reinforcement involve stiffening a material 
through manipulation. Folding and bending techniques can be 
used to improve the mechanical and physical properties of a 
material. 
 
Timber may be stiffened by the process of laminating. Thin 
layers or ‘ply’ of timber are glued together to shape and stiffen 
the material in the manufacture of chairs and other furniture.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Laminated timber is also used in the construction industry. By 
laminating a number of small pieces of timber together into a 
single large beam it is given greater strength to resist the 
forces that create bending, compressive and tensile loads in 
structures. 
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G: Keywords 

 Tension: a pulling and stretching force 

 Compression: a pushing and squashing force 

 Torsion: a twisting force 

 Shear: a force which cuts an object by pushing it sideways 

in both directions 

 Bending: a force which is acting at an angle to an object 

 Reinforcing: adding material to strengthen and stiffen a 

product 

 Stiffening: reinforcing a material by manipulation 

Specialist Technical Principles 
Forces and stresses 

Test yourself 
 
1. Give three examples of materials under tension. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Draw a diagram to show the direction of the forces when a material is under torsion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What two forces are acting when a material is being bent? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What will happen to a material if it is subjected to greater tensile force than it can withstand? e.g. A rope in a tug of war. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Which of the following are examples of a shear force? 
 
 a. a pencil lead breaking when being pressed too hard [   ] 
 
 b. a fence post snapping in a storm    [   ] 
 
 c. a car tow bar breaking     [   ] 
 
 
6.  Give a specific example of how bending or folding a material can add strength or functionality to a product. 
 
 
 
 
 

Revision Checklist  

I can recognise and characterise the five different 
types of force that can act upon structures 

 

I understand the impact of different forces and 
stresses on materials 

 

I understand how materials may be enhanced to resist 
and work with forces and stresses to improve  
functionality 

 

H: Video and web-links 
 

 How it works - skyscraper: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=YjJJeB4x5go  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjJJeB4x5go
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjJJeB4x5go
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Core Technical Principles 
Understanding a systems approach when designing 

A: A systems approach explained 
To work out how any product containing electronics works, 
you need to ask the following questions: 
1. What does the product do? (what is the output?) 
2. How does it do it? (what is the process?) 
3. What happens to allow this to work? (what is the input?) 
 
 
 

 
A simple systems diagram 

 
These three elements of input, process and output are what is 
called a systems approach to designing. 

D: Outputs 
The output of an electronic system is generally the part that 
people are aware of. Whether it is light, sound or movement, 
the principle of operating whatever device is used is the same. 
 
Lamps and Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

 These turn electricity into light 

 Lamps have poor energy efficiency 

 LEDs have very good energy efficiency 

 
 
 
 
 
 
            A lamp                               LEDs    
 
Buzzers 

 These make a noise 

 They fall into two types: electromechanical and            

piezoelectric 
 
 
 
 
 
    electromechanical              piezoelectric 
              buzzer        buzzer 
 
Uses: alarm clocks, timers 

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT 

B: Input devices 
Input devices are electrical or mechanical sensors that use 
signals from the environment such as light levels, temperature 
and pressure and convert them into signals that can be 
passed into processing devices or components. 
 
Light dependent resistor (LDR) 

 LDRs are light sensors - they detect changes in light levels 

 In brighter light, the resistance of an LDR falls - this allows 

circuits to be turned on or off when it gets light or dark 

 For example, LDRs are often used in automatic night lights 

where the light is turned on when it gets dark 
 
Uses: street lamps, clock radios, night 
lights, mobile phones (to turn the flash 
on automatically if light levels are low  
when using the camera) 
 
Thermistor 

 Thermistors are temperature sensors - they detect 

changes in temperature 

 There are two types of thermistor: those with a resistance 

that increases with temperature increase and those with a 
resistance that falls with temperature increase 

 Thermistors are used in systems to regulate temperature 

 
Uses: toasters, coffee makers,  
central heating systems,  
refrigerators, freezers, hair dryers 

B: Input devices 
 
Switches and pressure sensors 
There are a variety of switches that can be used to input   
signals to processing devices. They can be used to sense 
when object apply pressure to them. This is useful when: 

 You want to turn something on 

 An object has reached as far as you want it to travel 

 You want to start something by pressing with your finger 

 You want to know if something has closed 

 You want to stop a machine if a safety guard is opened 

 Pressure pad switches can be used in alarm systems, 

automatic door operation, patient bed monitoring, seat 
occupancy detection, etc  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Microswitch      push to make       pressure pad          rocker                   
           switch                switch               switch 

C: Processes 
Electronic processes can be carried out by many components, 
but they are frequently performed by microcontrollers.  

 Microcontrollers are small computers within a single     

integrated circuit 

 The circuit contains a processor core, memory and      

programmable input and output capability 

 They can be used as counters and timers for decision 

making 

 Microcontrollers are mass produced in huge numbers by 

automated systems that reduce the cost of each individual 
one 

 Microcontrollers need to be programmed to perform a  

particular function. This can be done by creating a flow 
chart with instructions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Uses: car engine control systems, remote controls, office  
machines, medical devices, toys and most electronic        
products 

decision process 

stop 

process 

start 

E: Video and web-links 
 

 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/
z6kr97h/revision/1  

 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z6kr97h/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/z6kr97h/revision/1
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Core Technical Principles 
Understanding a systems approach when designing 

Test yourself 
 
1. Name the three blocks that make up a  system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Name two output devices and state the type of output signal that they produce. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain what a light dependent resistor does. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Give examples of products that contain microcontrollers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Discuss why microcontrollers are used so frequently in products. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Name the three blocks that make up a system. 
 
 
  

F: Key words 
 

 System diagram: a diagram that breaks down an operation 

into its three main component parts: input, process and 
output. More complex systems may have more than one 
input, process and output 

 Process devices: these handle information received and 

turn outputs on and/or off 

 Input device: electrical and mechanical sensors that use 

signals from the environment and convert them into     
signals that can be passed into processing devices and 
components 

 Microcontroller: a small computer within a single integrated 

circuit (IC)  

 Output: this sends out information, heat, light, sound or 

mechanical movement to the environment the system is 
operating in 

Revision Checklist  

I understand a systems approach to designing  

I know how to draw and interpret a systems diagram  

I can identify inputs, processes and outputs in systems  
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Core Technical Principles 
Mechanical devices 

A: Types of movement 
There are four basic types of motion in mechanical systems 
 
Linear motion: movement in a straight line, such as on a 
paper trimmer 
 
 
 
Reciprocating motion: movement backwards and forwards, 
or up and down in a straight line, such as the movement of a 
needle on a sewing machine 
 
 
 
Rotary motion: movement round in a circle, such as a wheel 
turning 
 
 
 
Oscillating motion: movement swinging from side to side, 
such as a swing or the pendulum on a clock 
 
 

D: Gear trains 
Gears are toothed wheels that interlock. They transfer motion 
from one part of a machine to another. 
 
Gear trains transmit or change rotary motion. A gear train is 
where two or more gears are linked together. They can be 
used to change the direction of motion or change the        
magnitude of the input force. 
 
Smaller gears with fewer teeth turn 
faster than larger gears with more teeth. 
This difference in speed is called 
the gear ratio.  
 
Gear ratio = number of teeth on driven 
gear ÷ number of teeth on the drive 
gear for example:  
Gear ratio=20÷10 = 2/1 or 2:1 
 
If the drive gear and the 
driven gear are separated by 
another gear, called the idler, 
they will move in the same 
direction.  

C: Changing magnitude and direction of force 
Levers 
A lever changes an input movement and force (effort) into an 
output movement and force (load). A lever moves around a 
fixed point called a pivot. Scissors and pliers consist of two 
lever that pivot around one point. 
 
 
 
 
 
There are three basic types or orders of lever. The order of 
lever depends upon the position of the load (L), effort (E) and 
fulcrum. 

 The load is the object to be moved 

 The effort is the force to be applied to move the load 

 The fulcrum is the point where the load is pivoted 

 
First order lever 
A first order lever has the fulcrum 
between the effort and the load. 
If the fulcrum is moved closer to 
the load less effort is needed to 
move it (although the load does 
not move as far). 
 
Second order lever 
A second order lever has the 
fulcrum at one end of the lever 
and the effort is at the other end. 
The closer together the pivot and 
the load are, the easier it is to lift. 
 
Third order lever 
A third order lever has the 
effort in between the load 
and the pivot. Moving the 
effort and pivot further apart 
makes it easier to move or 
lift the load. 
 
This is a mnemonic to remember the 3 orders of levers:  
FLE– 1-2-3. The F, L, and E stand for the part of the lever 
system that is in the middle of the lever.  So, the fulcrum is in 
the middle of the 1st order lever, the load is in the middle of 
the 2nd order lever, and the effort is in the middle of the 3rd 
order lever system. 
F 1 Fulcrum in the middle  – 1st order 
L 2 Load in the middle – 2nd order 
E 3 Effort in the middle – 3rd order 

B: Linkages 
Levers can be connected together to form linkages. Linkages 
are widely used in mechanisms to transfer force and can also 
change the direction of movement.  
 
Simple linkage 

 Uses two fixed pivots 

 The input and output motions of 

the linkage are in the same      
direction. The motion of the link 
arm is in the opposite direction 

 
Bell crank 

 Changes the direction of a force 

through 90° 

 The magnitude of the output force can 

be changed by moving the fixed pivot 

 If the fixed pivot is closer to the output 

lever the output force is greater than 
the input 

E: Cams and followers 
A cam mechanism has three parts: a 
cam, a slide and a follower. When the 
cam rotates, the follower moves up and 
down in a reciprocating motion. The  
pattern the follower moves up and down 
in, varies depending on the shape of the 
cam; it can do three things: 
 

 go up (rise) 

 go down (fall) 

 Stay still (dwell) 

 
 
 
Cams come in many  
different shapes to create 
different combinations of 
rise, fall and dwell. 
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Core Technical Principles 
Mechanical devices 

Test yourself 
 
1. Explain what is means by the terms rise, fall and dwell in a cam mechanism. 
 
 
 
2. Describe reciprocating motion and give an example of where it can be found. 
 
 
 
3. State an example of a second order level. 
 
 
 
4. A pillar drill operates using a belt drive mechanism. The driver wheel has a diameter of 32mm and the driven wheel has a  
 diameter of 128mm. Calculate the velocity ratio. 
 
 
 
5. A gear train contains two gears. The driver gear has 10 teeth and the driven gear has 50 teeth. Calculate the gear ratio of  
 this gear train. 

G: Key words 
 

 Linear motion: movement in a straight line 

 Reciprocating motion: movement backwards and 
forwards or up and down in a straight line 

 Oscillating motion: movement swinging from side to 
side 

 Rotary motion: movement round in a circle 

 Mechanism: a device that changes an input motion into a 

different output motion 

 Lever: a mechanism that moves around a fixed point 

(pivot) 

 Linkages: mechanisms that transfer force and can 
change the direction of moevement 

 Cam: a mechanism with a cam, slide and follower. 
When the cam rotates the follower moves up and 
down 

 Follower: a rod that rests on the edge of the turning 
cam 

 Gear train: a mechanism fro transmitting rotary    
motion and torque 

 Torque: the turning force that causes rotation 

H: Video and web-links 
 

 GCSE bitesize: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/
zbt26yc/revision/1  

Revision Checklist  

I can describe the four types of movement  

I understand what levers and linkages are and what they 
do 

 

I can identify the different orders of lever  

I understand how one type of motion can be converted 
to another using mechanisms 

 

I understand how diagrams and symbols are used to 
represent mechanisms 

 

I know that mechanisms can change the magnitude and 
direction of forces 

 

F: Pulleys and belts 
A simple pulley is made up of a wheel with a grooved outer 
edge and a cable, rope or belt that sits in this groove. Pulleys 
make lifting a load easier. 
 
One pulley on 
its own 
changes the 
direction of the 
force required. 
The same 
amount of 
force is 
needed, but 
pulling down 
might be  
easier than lifting something up. 
 
Using two or more pulleys together can change the magnitude 
of the force too - they can make things feel a lot lighter than 
they actually are. For example, one fixed pulley and one  
moving pulley (a block and tackle) will mean you only need 
half the force to pull a load. (shown above) 
 
A belt drive transfers movement from one rotating shaft to 
another. 
 
Belt drives are 
used in pillar drills 
and in products 
such as washing 
machines. 
 
In a pillar drill, a 
flexible belt joins 
two separate  
pulley wheels and 
links the motor to the drill shaft. The belt can be put in different 
positions to make the drill turn faster or slower. This works in a 
similar way to gears - if the wheels are of different sizes, the 
smaller wheel will spin faster. 
 
The diameter of the wheels can be used to calculate the  
velocity ratio - how fast the driven wheel will spin relative to 
the driver wheel. 
       velocity ratio =  diameter of the driven pulley wheel 
                          diameter of the driver pulley wheel 

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zbt26yc/revision/1
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zbt26yc/revision/1


Billy Elliot (AQA Drama, Component 1 Exam, Section C) – Knowledge Organiser 
Recorded live at the Victoria Palace Theatre on the 28th September 2014  Directed by Stephen Daldry, Choreographed by Peter Darling, Written by Lee Hall and Music by Elton John  
Plot Summary - Act 1 

1. The Stars Look Down - We learn about the start of the 1984/85 miners’ strike in 
the northern-pit village of Easington, Newcastle. The song introduces key themes 
as it mentions justice, pain, suffering and ‘standing as one beneath the sun’ - 
unity. We meet Billy who, himself naturally is expected to become a miner like his 
brother Tony, his father Jackie and his father’s father before him. 

2. Shine - Despite the ravages of the strike, the family scrape together 50p per week 
for Billy to go to boxing. But, left to pass the hall keys on to the leader of a dance 
class, the exuberant Mrs Wilkinson, Billy finds himself connecting with the power 
of the music which moves him in a way that he would never have thought possible. 

3. Grandma’s song - Now in Billy’s house, we learn that his mother and grandfather 
have died, and that his grandma is losing her mind.  

4. Solidarity - Billy secretly goes to ballet lessons, whilst through fast paced cross 
cutting there are riots going on outside, juxtaposing between children trying to 
have fun against the backdrop of the miners sticking together against the police. 

5. Expressing yourself-  The only person who Billy does confide in is his friend 
Michael, who is happy to listen in between dressing up in his sister’s dresses, a 
pastime he can explain away very simply: “Me Dad does it all the time.” The scene 
is very colourful and different to the darker, bleak moments of the strike, 
showing that children still found happiness and ways to express themselves.  

6. The Letter - Sparks fly when Jackie Elliot discovers that his son has been frittering 
away his hard won 50 pences on ballet instead of boxing. But nevertheless, Billy 
takes up Mrs Wilkinson’s secret offer of free private tuition and shares a letter that 
his mum wrote to him before she died to help him prepare for an audition for the 
Royal Ballet School. 

7. Born to Boogie - Billy’s love for dancing grows as the class war outside intensifies.  
8. Angry Dance - Tony has taken the war into his own hands and ends up bloody and 

hurt. When Mrs Wilkinson comes into their home because Billy is late for the 
audition, his full anger is seen and Billy misses the audition in Newcastle.  

 

Plot Summary - Act 2 
1. Merry Christmas Maggie Thatcher -  This song reinforces the hatred for the Prime Minister at the time who backed the closure 

of the coal pits, saying it was cheaper to buy coal overseas, and that Britain should move to other energy resources and not 

rely on the production of coal. This put nearly 200, 000 men out of work - which is why we see the grim reaper attacking puppets 

of her in this scene as people wanted her dead.  

2. Deep into the ground - For the first time we see the impact that Billy’s mum’s death has had on his father, Jackie Elliot. He is sad, 

miserable and deeply misses his wife at this moment. The Christmas party ends and we see Billy and Michael alone. There is a 

comedic moment where Michael wears a tutu and does the splits but then Billy dances alone with an ‘older version’ of himself. As 

the dance comes to an end, we see that Jackie has seen the whole thing and realises how talented his son really is. He visits Mrs 

Wilkinson who tells him Billy can still make the audition in London - but only if they can afford the train fare.  

3. He could be a star - An emotionally charged song where we see Billy’s dad trying to go back to work to pay for Billy’s audition. 

Solidarity/unity were the ‘gospel’ back then and so we see Tony fight against his dad. The two end up on the floor, which can 

represent the whole mining community feeling ‘on their knees’ at this point in the play and the low status they are in this 

fight.Jackie doesn’t go back to work and all his friends give all that they can to help pay for the trip even though they are 

unemployed. They don’t have enough, and Jackie’s ‘scab’ friend, who is striking lends them money. We see Tony break here, as 

at first he said no, but then changed his mind for his brother even though it goes against his whole belief system.  

4. Electricity - Billy makes it to London but his tape doesn’t work and he hits a posh boy highlighting the class differences even 

further. The song ‘electricity’ is what gets Billy in to The Royal Ballet Academy because he shows his natural talent, saying he feels 

free. He later gets the news that he has got in, just as they find out they lost the strike. Billy learns that when he returns to 

Newcastle, everyone he knows will be unemployed.  

5. Once we were kings - We see the miners go back to work. There is a powerful moment sang with no music, and just the light 

from head torches on as they descend into the ground saying ‘we all go together when we go’ - again showing the unity theme 

6. The Letter (reprise) - Billy sees his mum for the final time as he says his reply to her letter.  

7. Finale - The whole cast come together to dance and we see Billy go, leaving Michael behind.  

 

Key characters Key themes Historical context 
Billy Elliot – played by 
Elliot Hanna 
Jackie Elliot played by 
Decka Walmsley 
Tony Elliot played by 
Chris Grahamson 
Mrs Wilkinson played by 
Ruthie Henshall 
Micheal played by Zach 
Atkinson  

Class Divide – the contrast between 
the middle class and the working 
class during the bitter strike of 
1984/85. 
Gender stereotypes - how Billy is 
expected to be a miner like everyone 
else in his family - ‘boys like boxing, 
not ballet.’  
Expressing yourself, unity/solidarity  
 

Margaret Thatcher – Prime minister at the time. Thatcher’s decision to close the British Coal Industry and go to private companies was said to cause the largest and 
longest strike in history. One journalist said ‘it has no parallel in size, duration or impact to anything anywhere else in the world.’ In 1983 Britain had 174 pits, and by 
2009, this was reduced to only 6 working coal mines. 146,000 men were left unemployed, 5 ended up dead, 11,291 were arrested and 8392 were charged during the 
year long stand-off to keep the pits open.  
Strike - The strike that these miner’s undertook was illegal and so they did not receive any benefit payments from the government. When you work, you belong to a 
trade union who fight on your behalf. These unions paid the miners £15 a week but because of the length, and scale of the strike - these funds became exhausted and 
the workers, literally had no money at all. This caused major turmoil between miners who were torn on whether to be loyal to the cause or go back to work for the 
money. 
Pit-village - In rural areas, mainly in the north of England, coal mining was the only source of income for many families and had been for generations. The men here 
were not skilled, or had access to any other work and so the closure meant entire villages were left unemployed.  



Key Questions you’ll be asked on design  

Costume- Nicky Gillibrand 

Fabric – what is it made out of? Cotton, wool, leather, lace, felt, 

denim, polyester, plastic, velvet, texture – is it heavy? Light weight? 

Cut/condition – long, short, fitted and tight, loose, square/sharp, 

floor-length, neat/jagged edges, rippe, clean, dirty  

 

Time period – certain clothes for a specific era, 1980s men were seen 

in crew-neck t-shirts, pin-rolled/acid wash jeans, bomber jackets, 

windbreaker sports jackets, chunky white trainers, double denim, 

bright - neon colours, oversized blazers - influenced by actors at the 

time like Johnny Depp, Tom Cruise, David Bowie and Richard Gere. 

Films like Flashdance promoted fashions like leotards and leg 

warmers.  

 

Contrast - Between the working class and middle class. For example, 

the Police would have smart uniforms and polished shoes, the judges 

and people they meet in London would perhaps wear gold, silk 

blouses, beige cords, tweed blazers. Whereas the working class would 

have old, ripped jeans, dirty greys, browns, un-fitted denim jackets.  

Set Design - Ian MacNeil  

Levels - Billy’s bedroom comes out of stage floor through an automation system which is a series of programmed machines that 

can lift a set up and down that is too heavy for actors to do themselves.  

Banners/signs - there are a few scenes where we see the messages of the strike e.g. ‘save our community’ ‘coal not dole’ ‘our jobs 

= our lives’. There is also a large tapestry that says ‘Durham Miners’ Association’ which helps set the location of the play.  

Truck -  a platform or piece of set that is on wheels so it can be mounted and moved about - the dance school toilets.  

Fly tower -  raising and lowering scenery or other items on to the stage through a series of ropes and pulleys  

Materials -  brick, wood, concrete, stone, metal - note that you wouldn’t actually use real brick, you would likely use wood and 

paint this on to give the same effect. Similarly, with a the metal barriers in the strike, it wouldn’t be heavy metal, it would be 

lightweight but painted so it appeared to be a different material like steel.  

Condition - Billy’s kitchen, and the dance school chairs are all designed to show poverty - not freshly painted, no bright colours, 

peeling wallpaper, chipped paint/wood 

Projection - Shown at the beginning - a black and white video showing the audience that this was a true story, and that mining had 

been part of communities for generations 

Set dressings – items on stage like a vase, picture frame, toaster. Furniture is different and is known as furnishings. The table in 

Billy Elliot that his Grandma sits at and the letter is placed also comes up through the stage floor on an automation system.   

Lighting - Rick Fisher   

Direction – where is the light coming from? Backlit? The miner’s head 

torches? A spotlight from the front almost blinds Billy and his dad 

when he is questioned - showing how much they stand out.  

Colour symbolism – using a red spotlight throughout different points 
in the play could highlight the anger that builds in Billy - especially 
during the ‘Angry Dance’. Blue is used during the dance with ‘future 
Billy’ as it sets a dream-like atmosphere and on the police which is the 
colour of the Conservative/Tory political party (Labour is red)  

Paul Arditti - Sound - is it live or recorded? There are moments during the riots in ‘Solidarity’ that the actors are swearing at the police whilst the police hit their riot shields with 

batons. This is all done live backstage whilst Billy and the girls try to dance to give the effect it’s right on their doorstep. The sirens would have been recorded and played around the 

audience. Another recorded sound effect is when the judges are questioning Billy, as they don’t appear on stage, it is not done live - and the tracks have been edited.  

Diagetic - the characters can hear the music/Non diagetic - the characters on stage  aren’t aware of the music  

The cassette tape for the audition -Billy rewinds it, and then the song starts perfectly. This would be impossible to get right every time and the cassette player would be too quiet, so 

it’s actually a small wireless speaker on stage, using a pre-recorded sound effect of rewinding an old tape, then it seamlessly morphs into a recording of an orchestra playing Swan 

Lake that comes through the speakers in the theatre. The music for the Dream Sequence is therefore not live, and two different speakers are used to go from quiet to loud.  

Key Questions you’ll be asked on acting - voice and movement  
Volume/Dynamics – speaks loudly/shouts (typically Tony/Jackie), 

speaks softly/whispers (Billy’s mum, Grandma) 

 

Pitch – how high or low the voice is 

 
Timing/Pace – speaks slowly/quickly, pauses at a particular moment, 

speaks at a different tempo to another character, stuttering 

 
Intonation – speaks warmly/sharply/aggressively, emphasis on certain 

words. 

 

Accent - Strong  Geordie accent vs Received Pronunciation to show 

the class divide 

 

Tone – how does the voice sound e.g. anger, sad, frustrated, scared 

 
Emotional Range – voice breaks/sobs, giggles or laughs when 
speaking, speaks with control, speaks romantically, screams 

Gait – a person’s walk - Movement/way of walking – graceful, limp, stagger, awkward, hurried, slow, shuffling, confident, stillness - consider how Jackie/Tony are often 

slow/shuffling feeling the weight of the world on his shoulders, whereas Michael and Billy tend to walk quickly and confidently as they are a still innocent children in all this.  

 

Posture/Levels – Upright, hunched, stiff, off-centre, crooked. Consider how low levels and hunched posture represent a ‘community on its knees and growing weak under the 

strain.’Levels are also used effectively when Billy is made to stand on the table to dance - making him the higher status that he has a talent and can escape the community.  

 

Gestures – pointing, outstretched arms, wringing hands, clenched fist.  

 

Eye-contact - Tony can be very aggressive towards Mrs Wilkinson and the ‘scab’ getting right in their face 

 

Facial expressions – smiling, pleading, sad,, shocked, scrunched up mouth/nose, furrowed eyebrows 

 
Proxemics – how close they are to other actors on stage, look for unusually close proximity, or how they 
might close the space rapidly for emphasis, or keep their distance throughout. This is especially evident 
between Tony and Jackie when Jackie tries to go back to work and can represent the many families that 
were torn apart. Also consider the distant proxemics between the mum and Billy and how she is 
positioned far away to show she has died. As Mrs Wilkinson’s and Billy’s relationship blossoms, their 
proxemics grow closer to hugs and eye contact - showing a more motherly relationship.  
 



	

		 	

L´environnement		 The	environment		
écologique		 Environmental		
Les	ordures		 Rubbish		
Le	changement	climatique		 Climate	change		
Le	mal	 Harm		
Rare		 Scarce/	meagre		
La	vague	 Wave		
Les	gens	 People		
Les	changements		 Changes		
Les	entreprises	 Companies		
La	consommation	 Consumption		
L´essence	 Petrol	
La	couche	d´ozone	 Ozone	layer		
Le	trou	dans	la	couche	d´ozone	 Hole	in	the	ozone	layer		
L’abus	 Misuse		
L´effet	de	serre	 Greenhouse	effect		
Le	gaspillage	 The	waste		
La	glace	 Ice		
Le	réchauffement	de	la	Terre	 Global	warming		
Le	gaz	d´échappement	 Exhaust	fumes		
L´incendie	 Fire		
L´inondation	 Flood	
La	pluie	acide	 Acid	rain	
La	marée	noire	 Oil	spill	
Le	pétrolier	 Oil	tanker		
Le	manque	de	ressources	
naturelles	

Shortage	of	natural	
resources		

La	pollution	 Pollution		
La	pollution	de	l´air	 Air	pollution		
Faire des économies d'énergie 		 To	save	energy		
Les	embouteillages	 Traffic	jams		
L´ouragan	 Hurricane		
La	sécheresse	 Drought		
La	circulation	 Traffic		

Vouloir	que…	
Je	veux	que	
Tu	veux	que	

Il/elle	veut	que	
Nous	voulons	que	
Vous	voulez	que	
Ils/elles	veulent	

que	
	

ER	 IR	 RE	

e	
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e	
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ÊTRE	 AVOIR	 ALLER	 FAIRE	
sois	 aie	 aille	 fasse	
sois	 aies	 ailles	 fasses	
soit	 ait	 aille	 fasse	
soyons	 ayons	 allions	 fassions	
soyez	 ayez	 alliez	 fassiez	
soient	 aient	 aillent	 fassent	

Le	besoin	 The	need		
La	charité		 Charity		
L’association	caritative	 Charitable	organisation		
Le	but		 Aim/	purpose	/	objective	
Le	sida	 AIDS	
Le magasin d'aubaines	 Charity	shop	
Le	travail	bénévole	 Voluntary	work	
Le	volontaire	 volunteer	
L´allocation	 Benefit		
L’ONG	Organisation Non 
Gouvernementale	

NGO	non-governmental	
organisation		

Se	consacrer	à		 To	do	/	dedícate	oneself		
Les	pays	du	tiers	monde	 Third	world	countries		
Aider	les	personnes	dans	le	
besoin	

To	help	those	in	need		

Les	forets	 Forests		
Les	glaciers	 Glaciers		
Les	usines	 Factories	
Le	foret	équatorial	 The	jungle	/	

tropical	forest		
La	terre		 The	Earth		
Le	monde	 The	world	

inquiétant		 Alarming/worrying		
Agaçant/énervant	 Irritating	/	annoying		
Agréable	 Pleasant		
Nocif/nocive	 harmful	
Grave	 Serious		
Injuste	 Injust	/	unfair		
Juste	 Just	/	fair		
Dangereux	 Dangerous		
Désastreux/euese	 Disasterous		
Effrayant/e	 Frightening	
défavorisé	 Disadvantaged	
Creusement	 Deepening	of	

inequality	
Montant	 Rising		
Dégoutant	 Disgusting		

Year 11 French block 1 knowledge organiser. 
PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE  

CHARITY WORK   

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES   
  

IRREGULAR SUBJUNCTIVES   
  

ADJECTIVES  
   

PLACES     



	

														

	 	
Le	panier	 Bin	/	container		
L´avantage	 Advantage		
L´inconvénient		 Disadvantage		
Le	verre	 Glass	/	crystal		
Le	bois		 Wood	
Le	papier	 Paper		
Le	carton	 Cardboard		
Le	combustible		 Fuel		
La	boite		 Tin	/	can		
Les	ordures	 Rubbish	/	waste		
Le	gaspillage		 Waste/	rubbish	/	squandering		
La	décharge		 Rubbish	dump	/	tip		
Les	déchets		 Refuse	/	waste	/	rubbish	
L´ampoule		 Light	bulb		
L´emballage		 Wrapping,	packaging,	container	
La	pille		 Battery		
Rechargeable	 Rechargeable		
Le	recyclage	 Recycling		
Renouvelable	 Renewable		
Le	panneau	solaire	 Solar	panels		
Le	chauffage	central	 Central	heating		
Le	centre	de	recyclage	 Recycling	centre	
Le	pétrole	 Oil		
Le	robinet	 Tap		
Les	sacs	en	plastique	 Plastic	bags	
Le	déboisement		 Deforestation		
Le	gaz	carbonique	 Carbon	dioxide		
Les	produits	bios	 Green	products		
Le	niveau	 Level		

L’attaque	 The	attack			
Le	membre	 Member		
La	campagne	 Campaign		
La	culture		 crop	
Le	développement	 The	development		
Le	sondage		 Poll	/	survey		
L’augmentation	/	
l’accroissement	

The	increase		

La	culpabilité	 Blame		
Le	manque	 The	lack		
Le	gouvernement		 The	government		
mondial	 Global	/	world-wide		
La	nature		 Nature		
La	beauté	 	Beauty		
La	cause	 The	cause		
L’ennui	 Problem/worry	
L’état	 The	state	

Ne…pas	 Do	not	
Ne…jamais	 Never	
Ne…que	 Only	
Ne…personne	 Nobody	
Ne…plus	 No	more/longer	
Sauf	 Except	
Ni…ni	 Neither…nor	
Je	ne	sais	pas	 I	don´t	know	
Pas	encore	 Not	yet	
Personne	d’autre	 Nobody	else	
Sinon	 If	not/otherwise	

Garder		 To	look	after		
Epuiser		 To	exhaust	/	use	up		
Augmenter	 To	increase		
Menacer	 To	threaten	
Eteindre	la	lumière	 To	turn	the	light	off		
Endommager	 To	ruin		
Jeter	 To	throw	
Se	noyer	 To	drown		
Faire	pousser/croitre	 To	grow		/	to	cultivate		
S´engager	à	faire	 To	commit	
Combattre	 To	fight	/	combat		
Abimer		 To	harm	/	to	damage	
Disparaître	 To	disappear	
Détruire	 To	destroy		
Bénéficier	de	 To	benefit		
Accuser	 To	blame		
Allumer	la	lumière	 To	turn	on	(lights/	TV		etc)	
Salir	 To	make	dirty	/	to	soil	
Gâcher	 To	ruin	/	to	spoil	
Manquer	 To	lack	
Gaspiller	 To	waste		
Tuer	 To	kill	
Protéger	 To	protect	
Empêcher	 To	prevent		
Provoquer		 To	cause	/	provoke		
Recycler	 To	recycle		
Ramasser	 To	collect	/	gather		
Réutiliser	 To	reuse	
Voler	 To	steal	
Sauver	 To	save	
Résoudre	 To	solve	/	resolve		
Jeter	 To	throw	
Utiliser	 To	use		
Inonder	 To	flood	

USEFUL VERBS              WASTE AND RECYCLING  
  

CONSERVATION  

NEGATIVES 



	

	

	

	

	

	 	

	

	

	

	 	

	
Take	the	infinitive	of	
the	verb	you	need	and	
add	on	the	endings	

ais	
ais	
ait	
ions	
iez	
aient	

Vouloir		 To	want	
Je	veux	 I	want		
Tu	veux	 You	want			
Il/elle	veut	 He	/	she	wants	
Nous	voulons	 They	want	
Vous	voulez	 You	guys	want		
Ils/elles	veulent	 They	want	

Recyclez	 Recycle!	
Economisez	 Save!	
Protegez	 Protect!	
Sauvez	 Save!	
Mettez	 Put	on!	
Fermez	 Close!	
Ne	gaspillez	pas	 Don’t	waste!	
Ne	jetez	pas	 Don’t	throw!	
Combattez	 Fight!	

Pouvoir	 To	be	able	to	
Je	peux	 I	can		
Tu	peux	 You	can		
Il/elle	peut	 He	/	she	can	
Nous	pouvons	 We	can	
Vous	pouvez	 You	guys	can	
Ils/elles	
peuvent	

They	can		
Pouvoir	 pourr	 	

ais	
ais	
ait	
ions	
iez	
aient		

Vouloir	 Voudr	
Savoir	 Saur	
Avoir	 Aur	
Venir	 Viendr	
Être	 Ser	
Aller	 Ir	

	

Je	voudrais		 I	would	like	
Tu	voudrais	 You	would	like	
Il/elle	voudrait	 He/she	would	like	
Nous	voudrions	 We	would	like	
Vous	voudriez	 You	guys	would	

like	
Ils/elles	voudraient	 They	would	like	

J´aimerais	 I	would	like	
Tu	aimerais	 You	would	like	
Il/elle	aimerait	 He/she	would	like	
Nous	aimerions	 We	would	like	
Vous	aimeriez	 You	guys	would	

like	
Ils/elles	aimeraient	 They	would	like		

	
J´aurais	
Tu	aurais		
Il	/	elle	aurait	
Nous	aurions	
Vous	auriez	
Ils	/	elles	auraient	

+	past	participle	
	
fait,	dit,	lu,	été,	pu,	
eu,	allé,	vu,	regarde,	
sorti,	du	

To	tackle	Positive,	Negative	&	Both	questions,	follow	
these	steps…	

• Identify	the	adjectives	
• Decide	if	they	are	positive	or	negative	
• Check	for	any	negatives	(ne…pas/ne…que)	that	

might	change	the	meaning	
• Re-read	and	answer	the	question	

Devoir	 To	be	able	to	
Je	dois	 I	must	
Tu	dois	 You	must	
Il/elle	doit	 He	/she	must	
Nous	devons	 We	must	
Vous	devez	 You	guys	must		
Ils/elles	doivent	 They	must	

Je	me	permets	de	
Tu	te	permets	de	
Il	se	permet	de	
Elle	se	permet	de	
Nous	nous	permettons	de	
Vous	vous	permettez	de	
Ils	se	permettent	de	
Elles	se	permettent	de	

IMPERATIVE – VOUS FORM     

MODAL VERBS/VERBS OF 
POSSIBILITY CONDITIONAL    

REFLEXIVES – 

SE PERMETTRE DE 

PLUPERFECT     

LEARNING TIPS     



	

	

	 When	these	prefixes	are	put	at	the	
front	of	words	it	changes	the	
meaning.	

RE	 To	do	
something	
again		

Venir	 Revenir	
		

IM	 Indicate	the	
opposite	
meaning	

Possible		 Impossible	
IN	 Utile	 Inutile	

DIS	 To	un	‘do’	
something	

Continuer	 Discontinuer	

En	recyclant	 By	recycling		
En	prenant	 By	taking	
En	arrêtant	 By	stopping		
En	faisant	 By	doing		
En	utilisant	 By	using		
En	protégeant		 By	protecting			
On	peut	+	infinitive		 We	can		

Ce	que	m’inquiète	le	
plus	

What	worries	me	the	
most	

Ce	que	m’inquiète	le	
moins	

What	worries	me	the	
least		

Ce	que	me	fâche	 What	angers	me		
Ce	que	m’agace		 What	annoys	me			
Ce	que	me	plait	 What	pleases	me	
Ce	que	m’irrite	 What	irritates	me		

Si	on	recycle	 If	we	recycle	
Si	on	prend	 If	we	take	
Si	on	arrêt	 If	we	stop	
Si	on	fait	 If	we	do	
Si	on	utilise	 If	we	use	
Si	on	protège	 If	we	protect		
On	peut	+	infinitive		 We	can		

Valoir	mieux	 To	be	
better/preferable	

Causer	 To	cause		
Diriger	 To	control	
Eviter	 To	avoid		
S´inquiéter	 To	worry.	to	be	

concerned		
Bruler	 To	burn	
Couper	 To	cut		
Séparer	 To	separate		
Limiter/réduire	 	To	limit		
Renverser	 To	spill	
Protester	contre	 To	protest		
Accepter	 To	accept		
Collectionner	 To	collect		
Conseiller	 To	advise		
Fondre	 To	melt	
Polluer	 To	pollute	
Avertir	 To	warn		
Harceler	 To	bully/harass	
Mentir	 To	lie	
To	produire	 To	produce		
Supporter	 To	tolerate	
Supprimer	 To	

suppress/eliminate		

Les	droits		 The	rights	
L´inégalité	 Inequality		
L’égalité	 Equality		
Sans	domicile	fixe	(SDF)	
/	sans-abri	

Homeless	people		

Donner	des	vêtements		 To	give	clothes		
Donner	de	l’argent	 To	give	money		
Donner	de	la	nourriture	
chaude	

To	give	hot	food	

Le	voleur/euse	 Thief		
L´orphelin/e		 An	orphan	
Les	mauvais	
traitements	

The	mistreatment	/	
abuse		

L´excite	 Hooligan,	troublemaker		
La	liberté		 Freedom		
Lutter	 To	fight		
Le	préjugé	 Prejudice		
Le	témoin		 Witness		
Pauvre	 Poor		
La	pauvreté	 Poverty		
La	violence	 Violence		
Les	dommages	 Damage		
L´amende		 Fine		
L’effort	 Effort	
La	mairie	 Council		
Vivre	dans	les	rues	 To	live	on	the	streets	
Fuguer	 To	run	away	from	home	
Le	logement	 Housing		
Le	sac	de	couchage	 Sleeping	bag	
Au	chomage	 Unemployed	
L’emploi	 A	job	
L’eau	potable	 Drinking	water		
La	dette	 Debt		
Les	personnes	
defavorises	

Disadvantaged	people		

La	guerre	 war		
L’harcelement	 Harassment		
L’immigré	 Immigrant		
La	paix	 Peace		
Le	refugie	 Refugee		

PREFIXES    

IF + PRESENT TENSE  

MORE USEFUL VERBS     

BY + PRESENT PARTICIPLE     

WHAT…ME  

HELPING PEOPLE / POVERTY    



Chatty	mat:	GCSE	German	Photo	card	
To	start	off:	

Im	Bild	… 	 															In	the	picture	
Im	Foto… 	 															In	the	photo	
Es	gibt…	 	 	 	There	is/are	
Ich	sehe…	 	 	 	I	see	
Ich	kann…	sehen	 	 	I	can	see	
Man	kann…	sehen 	 	You	can	see	
Das	Foto	zeigt…	 																The	photo	shows…	

Be	specific!	
Im	Hintergrund… 	 	In	the	foreground	
Im	Vordergrund… 															In	the	background	
In	der	Mitte… 																														In	the	middle	
Links… 		 	 	 	on	the	left		
Rechts… 	 	 	on	the	right		
neben…	 	 	 	next	to	
vor… 	 	 																In	front	of	

What’s	there?	
einen	Mann/eine	Frau 	 	a	man/woman	
einen	Jungen/ein	Mädchen 	a	boy/girl	
Kinder 																																																	children	
einen	alten/jungen	Mann 																	an	old/young	man	
eine	alte/junge	Frau 																	an	old/young	woman	
junge	Leute 																																	young	people	
einige	Leute 	 	 	some	people	
viele	Leute 	 																	lots	of	people	
alle 	 	 																	all/everyone	
einige	Gebäude 	 	 	some	buildings	
ein	paar	Bäume 	 	 	some	trees	
einen	Wald 																																	a	forest	
einen	Fluss/See 	 																	a	river/lake	
eine	Szene	von… 	 	 	a	scene	of	

Describing	people	
er/sie	/es	scheint	… 														 	he/she/it	seems…	
sie	scheinen 	 														 	they	seem…	
er/sie	sieht	…….aus																									 	he/she	looks	…	
sie	sehen	….aus																																	 	they	look	…..	
glücklich	 																													 	happy	
traurig 	 	 														 	sad	
müde 	 	 														 	tired	
wütend/böse 	 														 	angry	
verärgert 	 														 	upset	

What	are	they	doing?	
Er/sie	spricht 	 	He/she	is	talking	
Er/sie	streitet 																	He/she	is	arguing	
Er/sie	lächelt 	 	He/she	is	smiling	
Er/sie	lacht 	 	He/she	is	laughing	
Er/sie	arbeitet 	 	He/she	is	working	
Er/sie	spielt 	 	He/she	is	playing	
Er/sie	geht	(zu	Fuß) 	He/she	is	walking	

Opinion	phrases	
	
Ich	glaube,	dass…	
I	believe	that	
	
Ich	denke,	dass…	
I	think	that…	
	
Ich	stelle	mir	vor,	
dass…	
I	imagine	that…	
	
Ich	nehme	an,	dass…	
I	suppose	that…	
	
Ich	nehme	an,	dass	
I	presume	that…	
	
Ich	würde	sagen,	
dass…	
I	would	say	that	
	
Es	scheint	mir,	dass...	
It	seems	to	me	that…	
	
Es	erinnert	mich	an…	
It	reminds	me	of…	

Do	you	like	it?	
Ich	mag/liebe	das	Foto	(I	like/love	the	photo) 	 	 	weil	(because) 								es	ist	(it	is…)								e.g.	schön/hübsch/nett	(beautiful/pretty/nice) 		
Ich	mag/hasse	das	Foto	(nicht)	(I	don’t	like/hate	the	photo) 	denn	(because)	 	es	ist		nicht…	(it	is	not		)	 										e.g.	Farbe	(colour)	

Weather	
Es	ist	sonnig																										it’s	sunny	
Das	Wetter	ist	schön 	it’s	nice	weather	
Das	Wetter	ist	schlecht 	it’s	bad	weather	
Es	ist	heiß/kalt 																	it’s	hot/cold	
Es	ist	kühl/mild 																	it’s	cool/mild	
Es	regnet 	 	it’s	raining	
Es	schneit 	 	it’s	snowing	
Es	ist	eisig 	 	it’s	icy	
Es	ist	windig 	 	it’s	windy	
Es	ist	neblig 																	it’s	foggy	
Es	ist	bewölkt 																	it’s	cloudy	
Es	ist	neblig 	 	it’s	misty	
Es	ist	stürmisch 	 	it’s	stormy	
Es	ist	frostig 																	it’s	frosty	
Es	ist	trocken 	 	it’s	dry	



Chatty	mat:	GCSE	Photo	cards	
To	start	off:	

En	la	imagen… 		 	In	the	image	
En	la	foto 	… 	 	In	the	photo	
Hay…		 	 	 	There	is/	are	
Veo…		 	 	 	I		see	
Se	puede	ver… 	 	You	can	see	
La	foto	muestra… 	 	The	photo	shows…	
	
	

Be	specific!	
En	primer	plano… 	 	In	the	foreground	
Al	fondo.. 	 	 	In	the	background	
A	la	izquierda..	 	 	to	the	left		
A	la	derecha.. 	 	to	the	right		
Cerca	de.. 	 	 	close	to	
Delante	de..	 	 	Infront	of	

What’s	there?	
Un	hombre/una	mujer	 	 	a	man/woman	
Unas	personas 	 	 	some	people	
Mucha	gente	 	 	 	lots	of	people	
Unos	edificios 	 	 	some	buildings	
Unos	árboles 	 	 	some	trees	
Una	escena	de… 	 	 	a	scene	of	

Weather	
Hace	sol 	 	 	it’s	sunny	
Hace	buen	tiempo	 	it’s	nice	weather	
Hace	mal	tiempo 	 	It’s	bad	weather	
Está	lloviendo 	 	it’s	raining	
Está	nublado 	 	it’s	cloudy	

Describing	people	
Parece(n)… 	 	 	he/she/they	seem(s)	
Contento/a(s) 	 	happy	
Triste(s) 	 	 	sad	
Cansado/a(s) 	 	tired	
Enfadado/a(s) 	 	angry	

What	are	they	doing?	
	

Está(n)	hablando 	 	They	are	talking	
Está(n)	discutiendo 	They	are	arguing	
Está(n)	sonriendo 	 	They	are	smiling	
Está(n)	riendo 	 	They	are	laughing	
Está(n)	trabajando	 	They	are	working	
Está(n)	jugando 	 	They	are	playing	

Opinion	phrases	
	
Creo	que…	
I	think	that	
	
Pienso	que…	
I	think	that…	
	
Imagino	que…	
I	imagine	that…	
	
Supongo	que…	
I	presume	that…	
	
Diría	que…	
I	would	say	that	
	
Me	parece	que	
It	seems	to	me	
that..	
	
Me	recuerda	a…	
It	reminds	me	of…	

Do	you	like	it?	
(No)	Me	gusta	la	foto 	 	porque/ya	que/dado	que	 	es	(it	is…) 	 	 	 	e.g.	bonita	(pretty)		
I	(don’t	)like	the	photo 	 	because 	 	 	 	está	llena	de…	(it	is	full	of) 	e.g.	color	(colour)	



AOS	2	Knowledge	Organiser	
AOS	2	Vocal	Music	
Key	Components		

Purcell	‘Music	for	a	While’	 Queen	‘Killer	Queen’	from	the	album	Sheer	
Heart	Attack	

Context	
	 	

From	Incidental	music	to	the	play	Oedipus	by	John	Dryden	and	Nathaniel	Lee	 Written	by	Freddie	Mercury	and	performed	by	Queen	
–	a	song	about	a	high	class	prostitute.	Inspired	by	
musicals.		

Period	and	Genre	 Restoration	period	–	Baroque	
1692	
Lament.	Italian	style	

1974	
Rock	Song	(Glam	rock)	
Anthemic	

Resources	 Solo	voice,	harpsichord,	lute	and	bass	viol	 Lead	vocal,	piano,	’jangle	piano’	backing	vocals,	guitar,	
drumkit,	bass	guitar,	triangle	and	wood	chimes.	
Overdubbing,	phase	shifter,	(bar	17	‘laser	beam’)	
studio	effects	such	as	reverb	(lead	vocal),	distortion	
(solo	guitar),	wah-wah	(guitars	bar	62),	panning	(bar	
19),	flanger	(bars	77-78)	
Guitar	–	string	bends,	slides,	pull-offs,	vibrato,	palm	
mute	

Structure	 A	B	A1	(ternary	with	shortened	return	of	A	section	
Ground	bass-	Basso	continuo	

Adventurous	structure	
Intro,	Verse	1,	Chorus	1,	Instrumental,	Verse	2,	Chorus	
2,	Guitar	solo	part	1	and	part	2,	Verse	3,	Chorus	3,	
Outro.	Reuse	of	phrases	

Tonality	
	

A	minor	
C	major	

Eb	major	(unusual	for	rock	music)	
Modulates	

Harmony	 Perfect	cadences	
Dissonant	intervals	–	false	relations	
Suspensions	
Tierce	de	Picardie	(bar	23)	
Arpeggiated	

Harmonic	sequences	create	tonal	ambiguity	
Extended	chords,	chord	inversion	create	scalic	
movements	in	the	bass	
Harmonic	rhythm	changes	throughout	the	piece	
Chorus	1	–	circle	of	fifths	
Gospel	harmonies	
Parallel	chords	
Four-part	

Melody	 Ornamentation	–	mordents,	appoggiaturas	
Syllabic	and	melismatic	
Word	painting	–	‘Mu’,	‘eternal’,	‘all’,	‘drop’	(onomatopoeic)	’wond’ring’.		
Sequences	and	passing	notes	
Rests	for	expressive	effect	

Almost	entirely	syllabic	
Vocables	
Anacrusis	
Rising	sequence,	falling	5th	motif	
Spoken	phrases	

Rhythm	and	tempo	 4/4	time	Fairly	slow	
Dotted	rhythms	–	influence	of	stile	italiano	

12/8		
Swung	quavers	
Syncopation	
Fast	

Dynamics	 Terraced	dynamics		 None	
Texture	 Word	painting	

Homophonic	
Begins	homophonic		
Second	verse	some	polyphony	
Second	half	of	guitar	solo-	layering	
Antiphonal	(bars	47-50)	

	



AOS	1	Knowledge	Organiser	
AOS	1	Instrumental	Music	
1700-1820	
Key	Components		

Bach	Brandenburg	Concerto	No	5	in	D	major,	3rd	Movement	 Beethoven	Pathetique	Piano	Sonata	

Context	
	

No	5	in	6	Concerti	grossi	dedicated	to	the	Margrave	of	Brandenburg	 Pathetique=	tragic	Reflects	Beethoven’	suffering.	
Dedicated	to	Prince	Karl	von	Lichnowsky.	
Pianoforte	

Period	and	Genre	 Late	Baroque	(approx.	1721)	
Concerto	Grosso	(	a	piece	for	large	Baroque	orchestra	in	3	movements	fast-
slow-fast)	

1798	
Classical-Romantic	
Solo	Instrumental	piece	–	sonata	form	

Resources	 Concertino	(flute,	violin	and	harpsichord)	and	Ripieno	(violin,	viola,	cello,	
double	bass/violone)	
Harpsichord	trills	

Piano	

Structure	 Ternary		
A	–	Fugal	Exposition	(subject,	answer	and	countersubject)	
B	–	Ritornello	
A	-Fugato		

Sonata	–	Exposition,	Recapitulation	and	Development	
Slow	introduction,	First	and	second	subjects,	
transition,	codetta	and	coda	

Tonality	
	

A	-	D	major	(with	modulation	to	A	major	the	dominant)	
B	–	modulates	to	B	minor	(relative	minor)	with	modulation	to	F#	minor	
(secondary	dominant)	and	A	major	

C	minor	–	1st	subject	
Modulates	to	Eb	major	
Eb	minor	–	2nd	subject	
	

Harmony	 Diatonic	harmony	
Suspensions	bar	58	
Pedal	note	bars	148-151	
V	-I	cadences	ii	–	V	cadence	
Harpsichord	figured	bass	
Chromaticism	

Heavy,	accented	chords,	Diminished	7th	
Anticipation	notes,	accidental	notes,		dominant	pedal	
notes	(bars	167-187),	perfect	cadences	(bars	202-203)	
interrupted	(bar	9)	and	imperfect	(bar	27)	
Enharmonic	(Eb	bar	135	–	D#	bar	136)	
Chromatic	harmony		
Cadential	6/4		(Ic	V7	I	cadence)	

Melody	 Subject,	answer	and	countersubject	
Ornamentation	-		
Stretto	bars	39-41	
Sequences,	Inversion,	Contrary	motion,	Trills	and	appoggiaturas	

Short	motifs,	scalic	passages	
Acciaccaturas,	mordents	and	trills	
Sequences	

Rhythm	and	tempo	 Allegro	
Triplet	groupings	–	‘gigue	-like’	feel	
Dotted	rhythms	
Semiquavers	

Grave	
Allegro	di	molto	e	con	brio	
Dotted	rhythms	and	very	short	notes	
Syncopation	

Dynamics	 Terraced	dynamics	 Sudden	contrasts-(bars	5-7	p-ff-p-ff-p)	
Sforzando	chords	
fp	

Texture	 Mainly	contrapuntal	throughout	
Opening	monophonic	then	2	part,	3	part	and	4	part	counterpoint	
Passagework	in	section	B	

Melody	dominated	homophony	
Broken	octaves(murky	bass),	broken	chords,	staccato	
crotchets	and	legato	phrases,	tremolo	octaves	
Alberti	bass	and	contrary	motion	

	

	



AOS	4	Knowledge	Organiser	
AOS	4	Fusions	Key	
Components		

Afro	Celtic	Sound	System:	‘Release’	from	the	album	Volume	2:Release	 Esperanza	Spalding:	‘Samba	Em	Preludio’	from	
the	album	Esperanza	

Context	
	 	

ACSS-	fusion	of	Irish	and	African	music	with	techno	drum	grooves.	A	
collaborative	experiment	which	was	successful.		

Cover	of	a	song	written	by	Robert	Baden	Powell	de	
Aquino	and	Vinicius	de	Moraes.	A	Samba	is	a	Brazilian	
musical	style	with	a	signature	rhythm	but	this	piece	is	
in	a	style	called	Bossa	Nova	which	is	closely	related	to	
Samba.		
Performed	by	Esperanz	Spalding.	Grammy	for	best	
new	artist	in	2011	

Period	and	Genre	 1997	
Fusion	

2008	
Fusion	–	Bossa	Nova	(Brazilian	Samba	and	American	
Jazz)	

Resources	 Irish	Folk	–	Bodhran,	hurdy-gurdy,	uilleann	pipes,	tin	whistle,	accordion,	fiddle	
African	–	kora,	shaker,	talking	drum	
Sound	system	–	synth	pad	drone,	loop,	samples,	plucked	and	electronic	
instruments	

Female	vocal	
Acoustic	bass	guitar	
Nylon-string	acoustic	guitar	(with	second	guitar	
overdubbed	for	solo)	

Structure	 Intro,	Verse	1,	Break,	Verse	2,	Solos	1	and	2,	Break,	Solo	3,	Verse	3,	
Build/Outro	

Intro,	Verse	1,	Break,	Verse	2,	Guitar	solo,	Verse	3,	
Coda	
16	bar	sections	

Tonality	
	

Aoelian	mode	 B	minor	

Harmony	 Synth	chords	–	often	open	5ths.	C	drone.	Accordion	riff	consisting	of	C	minor	
chord.	Hurdy-	gurdy	drones	on	C.	Bass	guitar	riff	around	C.	Ascending	
chromatic	passages	at	the	end	of	most	sections	but	C	drone	reinforced.	
Ostinatos	played	by	several	instruments.		
Generally	static	harmony.	Double	stopping	–	fiddle.		

Jazz	harmony	–	dissonant	frequent	as	a	result	
Extended	(G#dim7	bar	35,	Altered	and	Substitution	
chords	
7th,	9th,	11th	and	13th	chords	-	jazz	
Turnaround	chords	in	the	Coda	(4	faster	moving	
chords)	

Melody	 Female	vocalist	in	English	–	more	repetitive.	Male	vocalist	in	gaelic.		Regular	2	
bar	phrases.	Both	based	on	the	initial	motif.	Instruments	based	on	folk	
melodies.	Male	African	spoken.	Idiomatic.	Mostly	syllabic.		

Vocal	melody	opens	–	broken	chords	
Syllabic	
Mostly	stepwise	
Melody	notes	are	often	highest	of	extended	chords	
(ninth	of	the	ninth)	
Ornaments	e.g.	mordent	bar	1	
Augmentation	bar	107-109	

Rhythm	and	tempo	 No	regular	pulse	at	beginning/no	metre,	Shaker	loop	sets	pulse.	Bodhran	
stabilises	the	piece	at	100bpm	4/4	time.	Polyrhythmic	texture.	Accented	
notes,	syncopation,	dotted	notes,	quaver	semiquaver	figures.	Triplets.		

Starts	in	free	tempo	–	slower	at	this	point	
Settles	to	4/4	metre	(tempo	rubato)	
Boss	Nova	rhythms	(dotted	crotchet	quaver)	
Very	syncopated	

Dynamics	 Determined	by	the	texture.	 	
Texture	 Multi-tracked	and	layered.	Sudden	drop-	outs.	Gradual	builds.		Music	tech	–	

parts	fade	in	and	out	and	panned	in	stereo	field.	Reverb	used.	Loops.		
Monophonic	opening	
Counterpoint	between	parts	
Spares	in	places	–	intimate	feel	
Bass	alternates	between	chordal	and	counterpoint	

	

	



AO3	Knowledge	Organiser	
AOS	3	Music	for	Stage	and	
Screen	
Key	Components		

Schwartz	‘Defying	Gravity’	from	Wicked	 William	‘Star	Wars	Episode	IV	‘Main	Title/Rebel	
Blockade	Runner’	

Context	
	 	

Based	on	the	1939	film	‘The	Wizard	of	Oz’.	Tells	the	story	of	Elphaba	the	
Wicked	Witch	of	the	West	and	Glinda	the	Good	Witch	who	are	initial	arch	
enemies	which	changes	at	the	end	of	the	musical.	Defying	Gravity	ends	the	
first	act	of	the	musical	and	describes	how	Elphaba	is	going	to	fight	the	Wizard	
and	rise	above.	Song	sung	by	both	witches	

Underscoring	for	the	film	‘Star	Wars’	Music	by	John	
Williams	-rolling	credits.	Reinforces	dramatic	
developments	and	aspects	of	character.	A	cue.		

Period	and	Genre	 20th	Century	-	2003	
Musical	

20th	century-1977	
Film	music		

Resources	 Large	pit	band	–	woodwind,	brass,	strings,	percussion,	harp,	electric	guitars,	
synths,	drumkit,	tubular	bells	
Unusual	instrumental	techniques	-palm	muting,	chorus,	delay,	flange,	E-bow	
on	guitars,	timpani	pedal	glissandi.	Interesting	percussion	finger	cymbals,	bell	
tree	chimes,	crotales,	tin	maraca	and	nut	rattle	
Strings	tremolando.	Marcato,	legato	and	staccato	moments.		

Full	orchestra.	Opens	with	Fanfare	followed	by	Star	
Wars	main	theme.	Tremolo	strings,	harp	glissando	

Structure	 Extended	song	structure	–	Introduction	(dialogue),	Verse	1,	Chorus,	Link,	
Verse	2,	Chorus,	Dialogue,	First	bridge,	Chorus	3,	Link	2,	Revised	introduction,	
Vamp	section,	Bridge	2,	Chorus	4	and	Coda	

Main	theme	–	ternary.	Link	to	Rebel	Blockade	Runner	
Theme	Link	to	March	and	Codetta	to	end.	

Tonality	
	

Major	tonality	reinforces	Elphaba	as	the	heroine,	but	the	key	is	unstable	–	lots	
of	shifting	harmonies.	‘Key	areas	for	the	witches	tend	to	be	Db	major	for	
Elphaba	and	D	major	for	Glinda.	Bitonality	–	combining	two	keys	(bar	88)	

Starts	Bb	major,	modulates	to	F	major.	Eb	major	in	
Star	Wars	theme.	Modulations.	Bitonality	(bar	47)	

Harmony	 Suspended	chords,	Augmented	chords,	half-diminished	chords,	bare	fifths,	
perfect	4ths,	interrupted	cadences,	(bars	167-168)	perfect	cadences.	Polytonal	
chords,	stabbed	chords.	First	6	bars	chromatic	harmony.	Circle	of	fifths	(bars	
69-70)	

Fourths	and	sevenths,	Quartal	harmony	–	chords	built	
on	superimposed	4ths	(bar	2),	added	sixth	chords,	
Neapolitan	chords.	43	suspensions.	Chromatic	chords	
in	March.	Bass	in	March	long	pedal	note.		

Melody	 Use	of	motifs-	leitmotif	based	around	5	pitches	and	using	perfect	4th	and	
perfect	5th	intervals.	Important	melody	based	on	the	first	seven	notes	of	the	
song	‘Somewhere	over	the	Rainbow	‘called	the	Unlimited	theme.	(Cipher	code	
D	E	F#	G)	Hexatonic	melody	(bars	71-79)	Use	of	sequences.	Compound	perfect	
4th.	Word	painting	–	‘gravity’	

Leitmotifs.	Main	melody	Luke	Skywalker	bold	and	
heroic	–	diatonic	and	perfect	5th.	Intervals	of	the	
fourth	and	seventh	used.	Triplets	in	fanfare.		
Rebel	Blockade	Runner	lighter	and	very	slow.		March	
built	on	4ths.	Tonic	pedal,	inverted	pedal,	dominant	
pedal.		RBR	has	high	C	trills	on	flute	and	high	piccolo	
writing.		

Rhythm	and	tempo	 Metrical	shifting	from	a	3	note	pattern.	Metre	unclear	at	first	then	settles	into	
4/4.	Slow	chordal	accompaniments,	driving	quaver	rhythms,	syncopation,	
heavy	percussion	for	rhythmic	emphasis.	Allegro	(bar	49),	Moderato	(bar	88)	
and	Andante	(bar	162).	Colla	voce	–	follow	the	voice.		

Starts	steady	tempo.	RBR	very	slow.	March	–	military,	
driving	ostinato,	changing	metre,	triplets	
Codetta	at	end	very	fast	ostinato	of	two	crotchets	and	
a	group	of	triplet	quavers.	.	

Dynamics	 Full	range.	Use	of	sfz	and	fp	 Fanfare	loud.	FF	sections	Pp	end.		
Texture	 Starts	homophonic	marcato	from	orchestra	and	monophonic	vocal	lines	then	

texture	builds	to	melody	dominated	homophony.	Choruses	polyphonic.	Full	
range	used.	Ostinato	used	(bars	101-109)	Sing	in	harmony	and	unison.		

Mainly	homophonic.	Some	imitation	(opening	
fanfare).	Homorhythmic	(bars	44-50)	Ostinato	(bars	
51-end)	

	

	



Session  

Slot/when you are booked 
in to record a project 

Mixdown  

Your project AFTER you have balanced the levels of 
the individual tracks, applied effects plug-ins, edited 
the tracks using audio editing tools etc. In other 
words, the final version of the project/product. 

Audio Interfaces  

For example, the small black USB boxes at some of 
the Apple workstations. They allow audio (for  
example, vocals) to be sent to DAW software (for 
example, Logic Pro X). 

Elements - How could 
you use these to create 

certain effects? 

Structure  

Rhythm 

Pitch 

Dynamics     

Timbre    

Melody - ostinato 

Tempo 

Instruments 

Texture 

NCFE Level 2 Technical Award in 
Music Technology 

Unit 03 - Studio Recording 

Harmony 

Drones 

Chords (major and 
minor or happy and 
sad) 

High and squeaky like a mouse/low like a rumble 
Ascending/descending 
Steps/leaps 
Dissonant 
Bass 

Quality/characteristics of the sound 

Layers/thick thin/number/mixture of instruments 

A pattern of beats/the length of time a note lasts for 

Loud/quiet/silence 

Fast/slow 

Monitoring  

What hardware is being used to listen to the music that 
is being/has already been recorded? For example, 
headphones or studio speakers. 

Microphones, sound sources, placement and DI 
(Direct Input) 

Dynamic, condenser, polar/pickup pattern, frequency 
response (i.e. how effective is the microphone at 
picking up low or high  
frequencies?), placement 

Multi-track Recorder  

What software is being used to record more than one 
(multi) track at the same time? For example, Logic Pro X. 
(software or hardware). 
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WORDS TO DESCRIBE THE FORMAL ELEMENTS OF TEXTILES AND ART

LINE
Broken
Flowing
Thick
Bold
Curvy
Thin
Hatched
Delicate
Jagged
Random

TONE
Lightness
Darkness
Mid 
Shade
Depth
Subtle
Dramatic
Constant
Changing
Varied/Broken

TEXTURE
Smooth
Rough
Hrad
Soft 
Wrinkled
Jagged
Velvety
Bumpy
Flat
Silky

SHAPE & FORM
Three dimensional
Two dimensional
Outline
Angular
Bent
Bulbous
Curved
Concave/Convex
Malformed
Geometric

MOOD
Calm
Tranquil
Joyful
Radiant
Lively
Sorrowful
Stormy
Relaxed

COLOUR
Warm
Cold
Harmonious
Contrasting
Cool
Vibrant
Saturated
Earthy
Bold

COMPOSITION
Balance
Rhythm
Variety
Symmetry
Unity
Background
Depth
Repetition
Balanced 

PATTERN
Broken
Checked
Flecked
Formal
Marbled
Ornate
Regular
Tessellated
Stripy/Spotted

WORDS TO 
DESCRIBE 
COLOUR

WORDS TO 
DESCRIBE 
ATMOSPHERE

WORDS TO 
DESCRIBE 
TEXTURE

WORDS TO 
DESCRIBE 
MARK MAKING

Bright
Bold
Brash
Clashing
Harmonious
Dappled
Delicate
Exciting
Dull
Fiery
Complimentary
Clashing
Pale
Powerful
Rusty
Dashing
Moody

Cold
Dark
Oppressive
Spooky
Warm
Nostalgic
Enlightened
Liberating
Violent
Confining
Calm
Serene
Peaceful
Perfect
Lively
Energetic
Ominous

Dry
Fluffy
Like Velvet
Flaky
Silky
Smooth
Coarse
Spiky
Abrasive
Rough
Gritty
Coarse
Uneven
Metallic
Bubbly
Etched
Shiny

Heavy
Directional
Quick
Detailed
Scratching
Scrubbing
Violent
Dry
Watery
Wistful
Painterly
Confidently
Wandering
Blotching
Expressive
Dabbing
Splodges

EVALUATION OF YOUR OWN WORK
What did you do (techniques and processes)?
Why you did you do it (relationship to the theme, artist/designer, 
primary research)?
How well did it work? 
What would you do differently next time?
How would you take it forward (development/refinement into a final 
outcome)?
How well did your response work out and what could you do next time 
to improve and develop this response? How might this link to your final 
outcome?

How do you feel about their 
work…

•  What did you notice first?
•  Do some parts draw more 

attention than others?
•  Why is this? 

•  What do you like the most 
about it?

•  What do you dislike?

Your response…

•  How/what techniques could 
you use to respond too the 

artist/designer in your 
project?

•  How could you use these 
techniques in your own 

designs?

Think about…

•  The artists/designers’ use 
of Line, Tone, Colour, Shape, 

Pattern (the formal 
elements)

•  Why have they done it like 
this?

Who made the art work…

•  Do you think the 
background and inspirations 

of the artist/designer 
explains why it was 

created?
• What is the theme of the 

work?
•  What was the artist/
designers inspiration? 

Personal Response…

•  What do you like about the 
work?
•  Why?

•  Does it remind you of 
anything?
•  Why?

•  How could it link to your 
own work?

Materials, Techniques and 
Processes…

•  What has the artwork been 
made out of and what 

techniques have been used?
•  What tools were used to 

achieve this process?
•  How could you do the same 

thing yourself?

ANALYSING THE WORK OF OTHERS
What do you like about their work? What inspired you?
What techniques and processes did they use? 
How can you replicate this?
What materials did they use? How could you use this in your own work?
What was their original theme or inspiration? How might you use this to 
develop your own theme? How can you now gather primary evidence to 
supplement, extend, and enhance your work?
What textile techniques could you use to replicate their work 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS & KEY WORD HELPSHEET

TITLE OF WORK
NAME OF ARTIST/DESIGNER
DATE IT WAS MADE



BLOOMS BUTTONS IN TEXTILES 

REMEMBER	  

define	  
iden'fy	  
describe	  
label	  
name	  
select	  
record	  
list	  

quote	  

UNDERSTAND	  

explain	  
interpret	  
discuss	  
relate	  
group	  
review	  
research	  
infer	  

contrast	  

APPLY	  

use	  
illustrate	  
solve	  
classify	  
record	  

complete	  
sketch	  

construct	  
modify	  

ANALYSE	  

examine	  
test	  

inves'gate	  
categorise	  
compare	  
specify	  

dis'nguish	  
deduct	  
es'mate	  

EVALUATE	  

convince	  
decide	  
judge	  
assess	  
jus'fy	  
consider	  
measure	  
choose	  
conclude	  

CREATE	  

invent	  
compose	  
imagine	  
develop	  
construct	  

plan	  
make	  

produce	  
design	  

Explain	  what	  you	  think	  the	  
ar'st/designer	  is	  trying	  to	  
say	  about	  the	  subject.	  

Why	  has	  the	  creator	  used	  
this	  medium/form/style/

technique?	  
How	  does	  the	  medium/
form/style	  relate	  to	  the	  

func'on?	  
Compare	  to	  other	  works	  
by	  this	  or	  other	  ar'sts/

designer.	  

If	  you	  could	  interview	  the	  
designer/ar'st	  what	  

ques'ons	  would	  you	  ask?	  
Who	  would	  appreciate	  

this	  work?	  
How	  should	  this	  work	  be	  
viewed/treated	  in	  the	  

future?	  
What	  is	  the	  social/

historical	  significance?	  

Interpret	  the	  subject	  or	  
theme	  of	  the	  work.	  

Explain	  your	  emo'onal	  
response	  to	  the	  work.	  

How	  does	  this	  differ	  from	  
other	  works	  you	  have	  

seen?	  
What	  is	  the	  most/least	  
pleasing	  thing	  about	  the	  

work?	  

Describe	  the	  work.	  
What	  can	  you	  see?	  	  

Describe	  the	  composi'on/
colour/texture/line/tone/

form/balance.	  
Who	  created	  it?	  
What	  is	  the	  'tle?	  
What	  materials	  and	  
techniques	  have	  been	  

used?	  
Have	  you	  seen	  something	  

similar?	  

What	  is	  your	  opinion	  of	  
the	  work?	  

Decide/assess	  if	  the	  work	  
is	  effec've.	  

Judge	  aesthe'c	  quali'es	  
and	  rela'onships	  to	  future	  

values.	  
How	  does	  it	  influence	  
other	  work,	  compare.	  
Argue/jus'fy	  why	  you	  
would	  or	  wouldn’t	  want	  

the	  work.	  

If	  you	  were	  to	  make	  work	  
like	  this	  what	  would	  you	  
need	  to	  do?	  Outline	  ways	  
you	  would	  change	  the	  

subject	  maMer.	  
Imagine	  changes	  in	  the	  

work	  &	  predict	  changes	  in	  
the	  meaning.	  

Interpret	  the	  work	  
through	  the	  eyes	  of	  

another,	  devise	  plans	  to	  
make	  the	  work	  more	  

valuable.	  




